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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
While creating and planning The Sea and The Mirror:

A

Commentary on Shakespeare's "The Tempest," W. H. Auden did
not desire to limit or confine himself to revealing the
archetypal symbolism of the plot and characters in The
Tempest or to explaining Shakespeare's philosophical implications which deal with the Neo-Platonic philosophy.

He

was interested in some of the dramatic devices and ideas,
especially in the concept of the purgatorial storm at sea
and in the motif of the spiritual quest of the characters
and their "sea change" or change of heart.

Auden, therefore,

disregarded Shakespeare's sixteenth-century classical NeoPlatonic theories and replaced them with his own twentiethcentury Christian existential view.

He maintained Shake-

speare's characters and the spiritual quest motif in order
to create his own original play.

Thus, The Sea and The

Mirror is not an explanation of The Tempest, or even a
tribute, but is rather Auden's own reinterpretation of
Shakepeare's play in light of his own aesthetic and metaphysical views.
Auden begins The Sea and The Mirror at the moment when
Shakespeare's play leaves the enchanted island, or the
stage of literature, and reveals the characters who are

caught up once more in the sea of life.

Auden shows us that

the dramatis personae's work is only half done; now the
illusion of the sea-change or self-realization has to find
a foothold in the real world beyond the proscenium.
main questions are:

Auden's

how is it possible to know the truth

through art and live in this truth; how does man become an
integrated self; and how does he remain true to himself?
His major concern is the existential journey which each character and each man in the audience must travel in order to
become aware of his true self.

Auden also probes into the

relationship of the creative imagination to the problems of
existence, the relationship between the sea of life and the
mirror of art, between the actual world and the hypothetical
world called art.

The first is bound by life and death;

the second is outside of time and infinitely variable.

Auden

needed a symbolic framework to present his abstractions;
thus, The Sea and The Mirror is not really an illuminating
symbolic interpretation, but a base for Auden to employ his
own themes.

Since Auden's and Shakespeare's distinct philo-

sophical patterns are essential to the understanding of both
themes and characters in Auden's The Sea and The Mirror, I
will elaborate upon the basic theories of both Neo-Platonism
and existentialism in the introduction, first with Shakespeare's philosophy, then Auden's.
Shakespeare was no systematic or scholarly philosopher.

but he possessed an accurate knowledge of the basic principles of sixteenth-century philosophical systems, such as
Christianity and Neo-Platonism.

The Neo-Platonic concepts,

transmitted by tradition, persisted in the Renaissance mind
as a heritage more or less unconsciously absorbed, just as
the Protestant ethic has been unconsciously absorbed by
twentieth-century Americans.

Shakespeare was like all other

men of his age who were immersed in the physical, mental,
and spiritual life of the sixteenth century.

Like everyone

else, he knew about the hierarchy of Neo-Platonic daemons
which control the activities of nature and serve as mediators between gods and men, and he understood the difference
between theurgy (white magic) and goety (black magic).
Shakespeare, as a dramatic artist, merely integrated the
philosophical principles of the Neo-Platonic system with his
dramatic materials.
in The Tempest.

This assimilation can clearly be seen

Therefore, it is necessary to include back-

ground information and to explain terms and concepts related
to the philosophy in order that the reader may later see
that there is a definite Neo-Platonic pattern in The Tempest
and that Shakespeare's Prospero is a theurgist desiring complete union with the gods.

The explanation is also neces-

sary in order that the reader may see how Auden changes
Shakespeare's philosophy and the nature of Prospero to fit
his own themes.

Neo-Platonism is basically a "spiritual monism."

It

claims that the spirit or divinity resides in and unites
all things of the universe.

Its basic impulse is man's

return to God through the divine principle of reason.
asserts three levels of reality:

It

that of non-Being, Nature,

vegetable existence, sensible things; that of Being, Intellect, Plato's Ideas; and that of Beyond-Being, the One,
the Good.

It is with this last that union is to be achieved.

The fundamental concept is unity, and the philosophy is
based on the assumption that there is Truth.

One must awaken

from the sleep of this world into superconsciousness.

This

highest level of awareness is uncommunicable by the intellect; the Neo-Platonic journey to the One is foremost an
upward journey of the soul.
Neo-Platonism conceives of a world as emanating from
God through several successive stages of activity.

According

to Plotinus, the highest level is God the Absolute, the
transcendent One, unchangeable in essence.

It expresses it-

self in a second sphere called the Rational Soul.

The third

is the Universal Soul, which receives the world of Ideas
from the Spirit.

As active principle, it creates the cosmos,

or world of sense.

The fourth is the formative powers of

nature, individual souls of men, and the bright gods.

Neo-

Platonism conceives the human soul as without the presence
of essential good; good may be attained only through

participation and habit.

As it descends into generations,

the human soul acquires such a composite nature that it is
capable of understanding and communing with all created
things.

It possesses a life and energy similar to all the
2
forces which produced it.
This philosophy also points to
the fact that man is endowed with two souls.

The lower soul

is produced and governed by the world of sense.
tal and cannot exist in separation from the body.
caught in Fate, from which it has no escape.
soul is derived from the intelligible gods.

It is morIt is

The higher
It is eternal

and can transcend the world which Fate rules.

It is capable

of uniting with the gods and participating in their energy.
The last level of the hierarchy is the daemons, ministers
of Fate or Destiny.

Their essence is a mundane nature.

Their immediate function is to rule over and guard the elements of the universe, all individual bodies, and to conduct
all natural phenomena in accordance with the will of the
gods.

Daemons are also in an hierarchy, each rank having

control of all inferior ranks.

There are the intellectual

substances (celestial and ethereal), the rational substances
(aerial), and the irrational substances (aquatic, terrestrial,
and subterranian) ."^ Scholars of Neo-platonism generally
agree that daemons are able to assume at will whatever forms
please their imagination.
The terms theurgy and goety are also prevalent among

Neo-Platonists.

Theurgy, white magic, is basically a glori-

fied theology; it conceives of a universe perfectly harmonized and unified by an all-pervading spirit, and emphasizes
the splendid dignity and powers of the human soul in its
4
alliance with all reality.
It occurs whenever men have
attempted to converse with the divinity in any form, and
may be called a

science when an experienced priest is en-

abled, by means of incantations or other ceremonial techniques, to energize in mystic union with divine natures or
to control other beneficient spiritual intelligences in the
working of miraculous deeds.

Goety, in contrast, is a black

art, the lowest manifestation of the sacerdotal science.
Its evil priest produces magic results by disordering the
sympathetic relationships of nature or by employing the
power of irrational spirits to wicked ends.

Christianity

wipes out the distinctions between these terms, reduces the
irrational, rational, and intellectual daemons of the NeoPlatonic system to the status of fallen angels or devils,
5
and sweeps goety and theurgy together into Black magic.
Yet Shakespeare was able to read works dealing with pure
theurgy before they were contaminated by Christian interpretation.

He had access to the Life of Plotinus, De Mysteriis,

and the De sacrificio et magia of Proclus, which contain the
purest and most complete expression of theurgical principles.
Thus, Shakespeare adopts this sacerdotal science, under the

influence of Renaissance thought.

He no longer employs the

Christian myth but creates another world, dominated by
classical myth and a purely pagan philosophy.

Shakespeare

uses this myth and concept as the philosophical pattern in
The Tempest, and creates Prospero to be a theurgest of the
highest rank.
Instead of following Shakespeare's philosophical pattern, W. H. Auden uses twentieth-century ideas drawn from
existential thinkers in order to develop his characters and
to carry them beyond the plot action of Shakespeare's play.
To understand completely Auden's existential philosophy and
themes in The Sea and The Mirror, it may be helpful to explain Auden's mental and spiritual progress.

During 1937-

1939, Auden believed in a kind of humanistic ideology; but
after 1941, Auden changed his secular humanistic belief to
that of a Christian existential view of the world.

He pro-

gressed from cynicism to mysticism, from distrust to a
doggedly religious hope for man.

He discovered that human-

ism failed to produce universal peace and that man without
help could not produce this peace.

In an untitled essay in

a collection edited by James A. Pike, Auden relates three
personal experiences which transformed his beliefs.

When he

visited Spain during the Civil War, he saw what totalitarianism and war were actually doing to the people.

All the

churches were closed, and priests were seldom seen since

8
they were not allowed to minister to their parishioners.
Auden left Spain profoundly shocked at this repression of
individual liberty.

Next, he met an Anglican layman, Charles

Williams, and for the first time he felt in the presence of
personal sanctity.

Then Auden started reading Kierkegaard,

a Christian existentialist, and began again going to church.7
These events brought him in 1941 to a new affirmation about
Christianity.

All of Auden's work which he produced after-

wards, whether it be poems, essays, lectures, reveal the
ideas of Christian existentialism and emphasize the individual soul, its suffering and arrival at faith, and the importance of freedom and moral choice.

The existentialist

influence is strongly evident in The Sea and The Mirror; in
fact, Auden turns Shakespeare's The Tempest into an existential parable with Prospero as the primary pilgrim who is
on his journey of "becoming."

At this point then, it is

necessary to explain the essential beliefs of existentialism
and the theories of Kieregaard in order to understand completely Auden's philosophical pattern in The Sea and The
Mirror and the journey on which he sends each individual
character.
Existentialism, a modern philosophy, marks a radical
departure from Neo-Platonism and other classical philosophies
which consider existence as a secondary phenomenon.

Exis-

tentialism concentrates instead on the existing individual

as the ultimate reality.

As a victim of the twentieth

century, Auden was aware of the problems of modern man in
society and of his continuing isolation.

After World War I,

the world was engulfed by materialism and greed, technological and scientific discoveries, corporations and bureaucracies.

Swift changes swept away traditions and ancient roots

Man concerned himself with externals and secular ideas;
orthodox religion no longer was important in the lives of
the majority.

The world turned absurd, without meaning,

purpose, or justice.

Thus, modern man became alienated,

isolated, and homeless, a stranger to God, to the universe,
to nature, and to hiraself.

He was consumed with doubts,

skepticism, loneliness, and despair.

At this time of spiri-

tual poverty and inner anxiety, Sartre, Camus, and Kierkegaard formulated their own philosophy for man, a philosophy
of existentialism, both Christian and atheistic.
The existentialist sees the enigma of existence.

He

is aware of the absurdity and meaninglessness of existence,
and he realizes that life has no meaning unless he gives it
meaning.

For the existentialist, the central truth of man's

existence is his freedom.

Existential freedom requires a

man first to admit that he is a being without an inherent
or transcendent meaning.

While man is aware of his limita-

tions, he is also aware of the unlimited possibilities to
improve.

This awareness is the source of his angst or

10
anxiety.

Man is free, limited only by himself and not re-

stricted by any absolute principles.

After a man has en-

countered his freedom, he is faced with the existential
choice.

He can choose to accept his freedom and live in

good faith.

Such a choice raeans that the individual is

continually aware "that he alone determines the values by
which he lives, that he is not endowed with a ready-made
o

self or nature but must be constantly making himself."

He

is nothing; he is always about to be whatever he chooses.
A man does not have to choose good faith.
to deny his lonely freedom.

He can also choose

Such a choice is essentially a

denial of the individual's responsibility for himself and
for his fellow man.
Due to his avid reading of the works of Kierkegaard,
W. H. Auden incorporated many theories of this Christian
existentialist into his own writings.

Kierkegaard's own

existence was not at all a matter of speculation, but a
reality in which he was personally and passionately involved.
For Kierkegaard, this decisive encounter with the Self lies
in the Either/Or of choice.
exclaims:

In a rhetorical moment he

"Either/Or is the word at which the folding doors

fly open and the ideals appear—0 blessed sightl

Either/Or

is the pass which admits to the Absolute—God be praised!
Yea, Either/Or is the key to heaven." . . . "Both—and is the
way to hell."

Any man who chooses or is forced to choose
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decisively experiences his own existence beyond the mirror
of thought.

He encounters the Self that he is, not in the

detachment of thought, but in the involvement and pathos of
choice.

As Kierkegaard proclaims, "If you will understand

me aright, I should like to say that in making a choice it
is not so much a question of choosing the right as of the
energy, the earnestness, the pathos with which one chooses."
W. H. Auden also incorporated into his own writings
Kierkegaard's three levels or modes of existence—the
aesthetic, ethical, and religious.

The child is the perfect

and complete aesthete, for the child lives solely in the
pleasure and pain of the moment.

In a stricter sense, the

aesthete is someone who chooses to live solely for privileged
and pleasurable moments and is driven into a panicky flight
from the prospect of boredom.

This flight, which is a

flight from himself, becomes his form of desperation and,
therefore, of despair.

The intellectual aesthete is the con-

templative person who tries to stand outside life and behold
it as a spectacle.

This aesthetic attitude can only be a
12
partial, never a complete attitude toward life.
By an act
of courage, the neutral aesthete must face his choices and
begin to exist ethically.

The fundamental choice, says

Kierkegaard, is not the choice between rival values of good
and bad, but the choice by which we summon good and bad into
existence for ourselves.

The last movement for man is to

12
the religious level, which encompasses the aesthetic and
ethical levels.

In certain crises, man is brought face to

face with the religious center of his existence.

By experi-

encing this crisis with its fear, trembling, and despair,
man begins to be a total Self.

Kierkegaard describes Despair

as the sickness unto death, the sickness in which we seek
to escape from ourselves.

We are all in despair, consciously

or unconsciously, according to Kierkegaard, and every means
we have of coping with this despair, short of religion, is
13
either unsuccessful or demonical.
To reach the religious
level, man must accept the absurd, resign himself completely,
and make the leap of faith.

In resignation, he makes a

renunciation of everything.

Kierkegaard explains that by

this movement, "what I gain is myself in my eternal consciousness, in blessful agreement with my love for the
Eternal Being.

By faith I make renunciation of nothing; on

the contrary, by faith I acquire everything, precisely in
the sense in which it is said that he who has faith like a
14
grain of mustard can remove mountains."
Like Kierkegaard, Auden believes that modern man must
confront his choice, accept the human position, make the
leap of faith, and trust in God.

Without the leap of faith,

man will remain in a state of anxiety which will plague him
at all times.

Modern man seldom confronts anxiety con-

sciously, but it constantly surrounds him, perverting his

13
daily actions, hopes, and contemplations.

For Auden, anxi-

ety exists in two forms, the dread of failure and the fear
of time.
loss.

The dread of failure is man's sense of doom and

He dreads the failure of free choice, yet insists

upon his right to choose failure.

He feels terror at the

loss of his identity and at the discovery that his identity
is inadequate.

So he attempts isolation, refuses to know and

accept himself, or hides in the strength of "Collective Man."
Man's modern anxiety in time can be seen clearly in Auden's
New Year Letter and For The Time Being.
the temporality of human existence.

Man agonizes over

He dreads the ticking

clock, but he is always aware of its presence.

Auden also

says that man's anxiety in time is his present anxiety over
himself in relation to his past and his parents (Freud), his
present anxiety over himself in relation to his future and
his neighbors (Marx), and his present anxiety over himself
in relation to eternity and God (Kierkegaard).

Most of

Auden's characters refuse to recognize the "now" and accept
the human condition.
state of anxiety.

Therefore, they are constantly in a

Only by religious faith can man conquer

the temptation to "idolatry," to escape the problems of
finiteness, anxiety, and freedom.

In The Sea and The Mirror,

Auden shouts that human resources must first be found inadequate, that the leap will not take place until, having confronted our predicament, we find the darkness visible.
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Therefore, in disregarding Shakespeare's Neo-Platonic
philosophy, Auden uses in his commentary on The Tempest the
Christian existential philosophy of becoming.

He views man

as an unfinished and conscious creature in contrast to the
perfected and unconscious animal.

Man continues to be a

social creature, but his decision to commit himself to become
involved is a sign of his growing to perfection.

In The

Tempest, Auden discovered all except three of Shakespeare's
characters traveling a dialectical path from the aesthetic
to the ethical or the religious existence.

In The Sea and

The Mirror, he once again sets the characters traveling inwardly to realize who they are and what they will become.
In fact, the whole action of the poem symbolizes a process
of self-awareness.

Even Auden's interpretation of Prospero's

course of actions represents Kierkegaard's categories of becoming.

His enchantment is the aesthetic level.

This aes-

thetic life always moves to a world of being where men, all
mutability gone, might sing like golden nightingales in a
life that moves but never changes.

So Auden first describes

Prospero as a passive observer, completely detached from
reality in his garden of Eden, not as a noble theurgist as
Shakespeare portrays him, as one who has achieved oneness
with the gods.

Prospero's forgiveness represents the ethical

level, and his abdication represents the religious.

The

three divisions of Auden's poem are also concerned with man's

15
search for self-fulfillm.ent and self-awareness.

In the

first, Prospero gives Ariel his freedom, since his spiritual
quest takes him beyond a reliance upon art.

In the "Sup-

porting Cast," the other characters celebrate their regeneration.

Each has been reconciled first with himself and

then with Prospero.

Antonio is the only one who can not

experience a "sea change," since his pride as man is beyond
the reach of either the aesthetic or ethical level.

In

part III, "Caliban to the Audience," Caliban addresses the
audience about his role and Ariel's.

He discusses what is

expected from art in its treatment of reality and of the
rival worlds of the flesh and the spirit.

Primarily Auden

wishes the audience, Us, to participate in the moral vision
of the play.

We become the main character of the poem.

Auden demands us to involve ourselves in what Prospero has
brought to the characters of the play and to become our
true selves, like Prospero.

Otherwise, we will be another

Antonio, retreating, like him, back into our own narrow
reality, not transcending it.
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CHAPTER II
PROSPERO AND ARIEL
By an introductory "Preface" spoken by the Stage Manager
to the Critics, W. H. Auden sets the scene for the actions of
Prospero, his other characters, and the audience who act out
the existential theme in The Sea and The Mirror.

Through the

Stage Manager, Auden briefly presents his major ideas about
the relationship between art and life and his feelings about
the essence of life.

The Stage Manager explains to the

Critics and the audience v/hat is wrong with the answers of
art and science to the questions of life and expresses that
life with its variety and possibilities is ultimately mysterious.

In "Prospero to Ariel," Prospero also admits that man

is unable to solve the mysteries of life with the knowledge
of art and proclaims that man's existential journey is toward death.

The Stage Manager's and Prospero's solution to

the anxiety of living is silence and endurance.

Because the

Critics and the audience had expected a simple solution,
they now seem dissatisfied with this passive response.

But

W. H. Auden wants them to start thinking about man's existence.

By posing a crucial existential problem in The Sea

and The Mirror and by searching for a way out of the dilemma,
Auden frees his audience from the expectation of an easy
answer.

He raakes the audience an active participant in the
18
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existential journey of his characters and forces them to set
out on their own voyage to internal awareness.
Auden begins the existential voyages in the "Preface,"
which is spoken by the Stage Manager.

The Stage Manager runs

the performance of the play once it has started.

He is not

a philosopher or a creative artist, but an organized man who
must see that all the characters and sets are in the right
places.

He makes sure that there are no mechanical errors

and no surprises; in other words, he makes sure that art is
not like life which is full of unexpectant events.

In the

"Preface," the Stage Manager steps beyond his regular duties
in order to ask the Critics to examine the existential meaning of the drama and to be aware of the audience as well as
the show.
life.

The Critics' duty is to see how art is related to

Their judgment should be an explanation of the work

and an attempt to relate the performance to life and to give
answers to the problems posed by the work of art.

W- H.

Auden is also asking his audience to be aware of the possibilities inherent in the relationship between life and art,
to be aware of the narrow boundary between illusion and
reality.
In the first stanza of the "Preface," the Stage Manager
describes the activity of a circus, which is the least illusory entertainment.

Here the performers act as themselves,

not as characters in a play.

The circus image also becomes
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a dominating metaphor in the poem; the clown's double meaning represents the ambiguities of art, and the tightrope
image symbolizes man's passage through life.

The second

stanza introduces a crucial question for man and for Auden's
drama:

"O what authority gives existence its surprise"
2
(p.201)?
Two diverse answers attempt to solve this basic

problem of man's existence.

The first solution is science's

vast complex of laws and its expression of relationships
within the physical world.

Yet science is inadequate in

objectifying man's responses to the physical world.

It can

not solve the awesome mysteries of the universe; therefore,
"Our wonder, our terror remain" (p.201).

The third section

expresses the second insufficient solution.

Art is able to

expose man's excesses and deficiencies and to explore the
nature of good and evil.

Yet art can not express the infi-

nite variety of choices presented by life between the recog3
nition of possibility and the actual choice.
Anxiety also
occurs when man is unable to make the move from the unconfident "Shall I" to the self-condifent "I Will."
fact of living still fills man with anxiety.

Thus, the
There are no

answers for the "lion's mouth," the anxiety of existence.
In the fourth stanza of the "Preface," the Stage Manager
agrees with Shakespeare:

"That this world of fact we love /

Is unsubstantial stuff" (p.202).

Man's precious life will

merely end in death; he will be buried and forgotten, a sad

21
but true fate.

His life to God is only what a stage produc-

tion is to the audience.

Of course, man will never admit

to his friends and lovers that he is insignificant and insecure and that he fears death.

The Stage Manager knows,

though, that "who in his own backyard / Has not opened his
heart to the smiling / Secret he cannot quote" (p.202)?
In his own soul, "his own backyard," man knows that art and
science can not ultimately satisfy the anxiety of existence.
He must face his death, accept it, and live honestly and
openly with it in order to be free of his fears.

Prospero

and the Stage Manager have learned this truth; they know
also that "all the rest is silence / On the other side of
the wall; / And the silence ripeness / And the ripeness all"
(p.202).

Prospero and the Stage Manager understand that

true knowledge comes with silence and contemplation; thus,
Prospero will spend the remaining days of his existential
journey in silent meditation.

The advice Auden gives to

his audience and to his readers is to face their mortality
and silently to seek within themselves for their true
essence.
"Prospero to Ariel," the first major section of The Sea
and The Mirror, contains the essential theme and introduces
Auden's most ideal questor, Prospero.

Here the meaning of

the Stage Manager's solution becomes more clear.

"The

smiling / Secret" of the "Preface" is that man is going to

22
die.

Prospero, having once known immortality under Ariel's

mfluence, is now setting out on a

journey toward death.

He has had magical knowledge and lived in Wonderland, but
this illusive knowledge was of ways to escape life and
reality; he used art to escape his own mortality.

Now he is

no longer concerned with white magic; and he does not want
to recapture his past or his kingdom.

He is concerned with

the fact of existence, with truth, and with "Who am I?" and
"Whom ought I to become?"

Prospero desires to find a place

where he can begin his existential journey.

He realizes

that the real journey of life begins not with the wish or
the mirror, but with the silence of the self.

One's "own

backyard" is oneself alone, facing existence without illusion.
W. H. Auden borrowed certain aspects frora Shakespeare's
Prospero in The Tempest to recreate his own new version.

He

critically says that the old Prospero "has the coldness of
someone who has come to the conclusion that human nature is
not worth much, that human relations are, at their best,
4
pretty sorry affairs."
Auden views Prospero at the end of
The Tempest as not realizing that he too "might have erred
and be in need of pardon."

Auden's Prospero is not like this;

his warm and tender spirit regards human nature hopefully,
compassionately, and realistically, and he believes optimistically in human communication.

Prospero of The Sea and

The Mirror has achieved realization of his mortality, has

23
come to recognize the misuse of his art, asked for forgiveness, and joined the human race.

In order to understand

clearly the acute difference in the two interpretations of
Prospero, I need to elaborate more thoroughly upon Shakespeare's character and his Neo-Platonic journey to the gods.
Shakespeare's Prospero, the usurped duke of Milan, has
resided for twelve years on the uninhabited island with
Caliban, Ariel, and his innocent daughter Miranda.
both a beneficent man and an enchanter.

He is

Prospero the en-

chanter raises the tempest, turns invisible, induces remorse
and sleep in others, charms his enemies into immobility and
sleep or leads them by the sound of music to harmony through
the aid of Ariel.

He calls forth magnificient spectacles

which disappear at his command.

He has initiated earth-

quakes, called forth the winds, dimraed the bright sun, and
called the dead from their graves.

He accomplishes these

wonders through Ariel and his command over other elvish
spirits.

Through the aid of his books, Prospero has learned

to use effectively his magic robe and staff, aery charms and
magic.

Prospero's enchantments are not Black magic; there

are no ghosts, witches, and devils of superstition nor the
5
fallen angels of Christianity.
As stated in the introduction, Shakespeare proposes to show that Prospero is the
sacred personage or theurgist who sets about controlling the
activities of nature through the subjugation of its guardian
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spirits to his will.

He employs beneficent spirits in the

execution of beneficent purposes.
Above all, the theurgist of the Neo-Platonic philosophy
aims at union with the gods.

Yet the gods are impassive and

indifferent to the theurgist's journey; they are neither for
nor against the world of generated things or the soul of man.
Therefore, the soul has to approach the gods.

If still in

the body, it must disregard passion and transcend its former
life.

Also, every material thing has stamped upon it the

sign, symbol, or impress of its divine origin.

The theurgist

does not understand these signs; but by discovering them, he
may be brought into contact with the gods.

Ultimate union

is achieved only "by the due ritual fulfillment of the unspeakable acts which are beyond all intellection and by the
power of the unutterable symbols which are intelligible only
to the gods," not by philosophical thinking, rationalization,
personal purity or excellence of the soul.

As the soul is

drawn toward the gods, it passes successively through higher
and higher planes of being and activity.

On earth, mere man

can control irrational daemons; but when his soul has been
elevated to the point where he can command aeriel daemons,
then he can also control mundane natures as a theurgist, not
as a mere man.

His mystic powers become greater as he passes

through ethereal and celestial spheres.

Finally when he

joins the gods, he also becomes impassive and able to
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exercise all the powers of the gods; his soul becomes more
pure and beneficent.
Shakespeare's Prospero is a theurgist of high rank.
As Waller Clyde Curry suggests, his higher soul is not yet
completely assimilated with the gods because he has not yet
freed himself from all human passion and from interest in
7
personal human affairs.
His passions are mostly under control, but he^ displays irritation with Miranda's lack of
attention, with Caliban's unruly behavior, and with the selfish natures of his conspirators.

He has risen to the ethe-

real spheres since he is able to control rational daemons,
and he is only partially subject to Fate.

He is also given

the providential power to attend to and correct the evils
which his brother, Antonio, and others have done.

Prospero

attains these powers by the theurgical symbols which are
furnished by the gods and set down in Prospero's books of
wisdom.

Here Prospero finds explicit directions for using
o

his magic robe and staff, enchanted circles and airy charms.
Act IV of The Tempest concludes with all Prospero's
enemies at his mercy and ready for judgment.

The enchanter's

plots have worked, and now he must decide how they will be
punished for their misdeeds.

In the first scene of Act V,

Ariel deals with the issue of punishment.

He reports to

Prospero that the suffering has strongly affected the guilty
ones:

"Your charm so strongly works 'em, / That if you now
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beheld them your affections / Would become tender."
message becomes a revelation for Prospero.

Ariel's

He realizes the

impotence of earthly physical punishment and throws away his
wrathful god image.

He mercifully says:

is / In virtue than in vengeance.

"The rarer action

They being penitent, /

The sole drift of my purpose doth extend / Not a frown further.

Go, release them, Ariel" (V,i,27-30).

He then bids

farewell to his magic, his staff, and his book.

He reminds

his enemies of their offenses and grants forgiveness.
Since Prospero of The Tempest has not practiced black
magic nor disordered the symmetry of nature, why is he so
intent upon leaving his enchanted island and destroying his
magical tools?

As discussed before, the theurgist's highest

aim is union with the intelligible gods.

Prospero has used

his powers benevolently to right wrong, and thus his soul is
cleansed of the baser passions.

He discovers the rarer

action is in virtue rather than in vengeance.

He forgives

his enemies but also demands strict justice in restitution.
At the conclusion of the play, he is nearer to the realm of
the gods.

He has achieved his purpose; therefore, he now

wishes to take the final step and assimilate his soul with
the gods.

This step is achieved through his prayer in the

epilogue of the play:

"Unless I be relieved by prayer, /

Which pierces so that it assaults / Mercy itself and frees
all faults. / As you from crimes would pardoned be, / Let
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your indulgence set me free" (Epi.,16-20).

True prayer for

the Neo-Platonist is an inward tension of the will.

He can

experience the ultimate mysteries only by prayer to god,
where he is finally alone with god.-*-° Prospero now engages
in that prayer which frees him from all faults and lets him
be alone with god.

By the use of his theurgical principles,

Shakespeare's Prospero is still on his journey upward to the
utmost union with the gods.
W. H. Auden's Prospero is also on a quest, not to the
gods but back to the real world with its ugliness and disorder, truth and mortality.

For Prospero of The Sea and The

Mirror, art or magic did not disenchant but was a means of
triumphantly asserting himself against conditions he could
not accept.

The problem of art or the aesthetic life is

that, by trying to create a garden of Being in a desert of
despair, it attracts those too weak to face the depressing
realities of human existence.

Seeking to escape, talented

and creative unfortunates build around themselves an imaginary world of their own, perfect, organized, lacking the
wildness of freedom, choice, and the erosion of time.
Thus, Prospero built his enchanted isle, his Eden, a supernatural realm of agape and a land of dream, fantasy, and
magic.

In The Sea and The Mirror, Prospero renounces aes-

thetic Being to embrace Becoming.

In Kierkegaard's terms,

Prospero's farewell to his art is his existential movement
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from the passive aesthetic realm to the religious sphere of
choice, freedom, and faith.

Prospero realizes that he has

been only an "explorer of possibility"; with the aid of
Ariel, he has evaded his human and mortal nature.
after releasing Ariel
and die.

Only

can he believe that he must suffer

He must face the limitations of being just himself,

bear his sufferings, and achieve the knowledge of self which
constitutes the goal of his existential quest.
Ariel, a key figure in Prospero's life on the enchanted
island and in his achievements, is also treated differently
by Shakespeare and Auden.

As stated in the introduction,

the enchantments of Shakespeare's Prospero are performed by
daemons.

Prospero's chief minister is Ariel, who is of

aerial rank and a rational being.

Ariel is loyal to Prospero

because of his debt of gratitude for his freedom from the
cloven pine.

In the past, Sycorax, a witch of Black magic

and the mother of Caliban, had tried to control Ariel, but
she could not control the delicate spirit's will.

With the

aid of her most potent ministers, she confined him in a pine
tree.
it.

The charm was so powerful that she could not even undo
She died, and also left Ariel there to die; twelve years

later, Prospero released him.

In The Tempest, Ariel then

becomes Prospero's minister, receives coramands from the enchanter, and pr«duces them by his ©wn judgments and meth»ds.
He cønducts the tempest with gust» and initiative and manages

/

y
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safely to land all the characters and disperse them in selected spots on the island.

Prospero also has Ariel control

and direct two conspiracies which involve the unaware, corrupt ones of the group and which provide the action and
drama of the play.

Always at the right moment Ariel plays

solemn and strange music to stop the evil actions and intentions of the conspirators.

His peaceful music offers spiri-

tual grace and makes the guilty ones aware of their sins and
guilt.
Shakespeare also believed that one of Ariel's duties,
as a minister of Fate, was to inform men what ought to be
done and what not to be done.

Therefore, Ariel announces a

conditional curse on Prospero's enemies.

He enters the dis-

appearing banquet as a harpy, makes them aware of their sins,
and reveals Prospero's plans and why he is punishing them:
But remember
(For that's m.y business to you) that you three
From Milan did supplant good Prospero;
Exposed unto the sea, which hath requit it,
Him and his innocent child; for which foul deed
The pow'rs, delaying, not forgetting, have
Incensed the seas and shores, yea, all the creatures,
Against your peace. Thee of thy son, Alonso,
They have bereft and do pronounce by me
Ling'ring perdition (worse than any death
Can be at once) shall step by step attend
You and your ways; whose wraths to guard you from,
Which here, in this most desolate isle, else falls
Upon your heads, is nothing butheart's sorrow
And a clear life ensuing. (III,iiif68-82).
The intellectual souls of these men are possessed by evil
passions; they are caught in the v/eb of Fate from which

/:A
there is no escape except through repentance and complete
restitution.

Also Ariel, as an aerial daemon, must show his

master Prospero what morally ought to be done with his
enemies.
^^ The Sea and The Mirror, Ariel also remains the chief
minister of Prospero's magic, but he becomes more than a
representative of the celestial daemons.

Auden uses him to

symbolize the mirror, imagination, beauty, the perfect, timelessness, and the inhuman world of art.

Auden's Ariel is

completely passive towards life; he has no passions and no
desire, no guilt and no shame.

He is an "Unfeeling god,"

unconcerned with the existential plight of man, and an
"Unanxious one," who can not know death, the pain of freedom,
and the temptations of the flesh and the devil. Ariel
lightly sings "rebuking / The raging heart / With a smoother
song / Than this rough world" (p.210).

Ariel's impulse is

toward fantasy and magic; and he is the reporter of the possible, not the real.

Also for Auden, Ariel is one aspect of

Prospero's personality.

He represents the cognitive ego,

the one who knows and is.

He is complete Being.

On the

opposite pole from Ariel is Caliban, the natural man.

Auden

interprets him as the self and the body, a slave who is monstrous and rebellious.

Poised between Caliban (the flesh)

and Ariel (the spirit), between immediacy and possibility,
is Prospero, the will.

As the volitional ego, Prospero must

î .
make the choices and actualize the possibilities.

The goal

of the poem then is for the cognitive ego (Ariel) to relate
itself to the self (Caliban) and develop an actualized Self
which comes from self-acceptance, "I am that I am." 12
In the first section of "Prospero to Ariel," Prospero
speaks to Ariel and to his audience with conversational and
colloquial charm, vigor of idiom, naturalness of diction,
and dignity of tone.

The poem's form is elegiac, but

Prospero is not mourning.

He is rejoicing that he has re-

nounced the aesthetic life and comjnitted himself to the real
world and to a life spent in meditation.

He goes on his

existential journey anxiously as a perfectly ordinary man.
He tells Ariel that "I am glad I have freed you, / So at
last I can really believe I shall die" (p.203).

Under Ariel,

Prospero has not been able to conceive of death, but has
known only imraortality, a life of illusion and disillusion.
Now his impulse is toward disenchantment and committment to
the sea of life.

He casts his magic books into the sea,

"Which misuses nothing because it values nothing," since
they will be of no use to him in a world of life and death
and in a world where "words carry no weight" (p.203).
Prospero realizes that man overvalues everything, especially
his own worth, and gets upset when he learns his true value.
In life and in any age, he knows that man gets away with
nothing.

He realistically admits that:

"If age, V7hich is
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certainly / Just as wicked as youth, look any wiser, / It
is only that youth is still able to believe / It will get
away with anything, while age / Knows only too well that it
has got away with nothing" (p.204).
In the second section, Prospero deals further with the
theme of the illusory nature and incompleteness of the aesthetic sphere of existence.

As a child, he says that he

turned to magic or art in order to assert a self-sufficient
identity, "blot for ever / The gross insult of being one
araong raany," and confesses that he "was not what I seemed"
(p.204).

Prospero, as an older man, knows "I am that I am"

and comprehends the nature of art.

First it is a form of

magic and fun, a release, but it is also a form of knowledge
and its magic is meaningful.

In art's harmony and ritual

are mirrored the possibility of a greater order and truth
outside man's powers.13 Prospero learns that Ariel's true
function as the "spirit of reflection" is to provide a mirror from which "All we are not stares back at what we are"
(p.204).

The purpose of art is to reveal to man who he

truly is and make him self-conscious.

Yet each man is the

only one who is able to decide for himself the choice of
what he must do.

Prospero explains:

"But we have only to

learn to sit still and give no orders, / To make you offer
us your echo and your mirror; We have only to believe you,
then you dare not lie; To ask for nothing" (p.204).

Thus,
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art can direct man to himself, can persuade him to a form of
moral rejoicing,.and can point to love and truth.
The first interpolated lyric of Prospero's poem further
emphasizes that art has the power of representing its subject matter, reality, without falsification.

Therefore,

Prospero instructs Ariel to hold up his mirror in order that
his friends may see themselves as they are.
Ariel:

He commands

"Hold up your mirror, boy, to do / Your vulgar

friends this favour: / One peep, though, will be quite
enough; To those who are not true, / A statue with no figleaf has / A pornographic flavour" (p.205).

Prospero also

requests Ariel to suppress within society the truth which
art reveals to the individual:

"Inform my hot heart straight

away / Its treasure loves another, / But turn to neutral
topics then, / Such as the pictures in this room, / Religion
or the Weather" (p.205).

Then he tells Ariel not to under-

state the dangers which threaten contemporary civilization:
"Be frank about our heathen foe, / For Rome will be a goner /
If you soft-pedal the loud beast" (p.206).

The end of the

lyric suggests that hardly anyone, even those with iramense
power, Pope or Caesar, church or state, can know virtue's
price and can endure the difficulties in obtaining faith and
honour.

The lyric primarily comments in Kierkegaard's

terms on the values of the aesthetic sphere which shows each
man his essential nature.

This realization leads man from

the aesthetic to the ethical sphere of moral choice.
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Prospero has now looked into himself and is ascending
the spheres of Becoming.

In section three of his speech,

he is ready to commit himself and free himself from Ariel's
"freedom" of escape.

He rejoices:

"Today I am free and

no longer need your freedom" (p.206).

He expresses that he

has been "corrupted" through his attraction to the imaginative powers of Ariel.

Thus, he is guilty of two failings in

which he vowed never to break.

As an apprentice, he promised

first "to hate nothing," but he tempts Antonio into treason.
He admits that in Milan he neglected worldly ends, all affairs of state, and rapt himself in secret studies or "white
magic."

Unlike Shakespeare's Prospero, Prospero of The Sea

and The Mirror takes the blame for his brother's eager appetite for more power.

Auden's Prospero accepts the blame

himself for the disruption of the state and realizes that
his quest for knowledge was also a quest for human power and
egotistic satisfaction.

His second vow was "to ask nothing

for its love," but he wishes for Caliban's absolute devotion.
He tells Ariel:

"We did it, Ariel, between us; you found

on me a wish / For absolute devotion; result-his wreck /
That sprawls in the weeds and will not be repaired" (p.2 07).
Caliban responds to Prospero's desire with a demonic curse.
If Caliban is the body and the irrational forces of man, the
failure of Ariel and Prospero to assimilate him into the
world controlled by art indicates a limitation of the
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aesthetic sphere, which can not deal with man's knowledge of
both good and evil.

Also the ethical sphere can not explain

the will of Caliban and the forces of the irrational; man
must have faith and move to the religious sphere of existence.

Auden's Prospero resigns himself ajid confesses:

"I

shall go knowing and incompetent into my grave" (p.207).
Unlike Shakespeare's Prospero, Auden's recreated character
never can know all the answers.

He knows that he must

depend on faith to solve those mysteries.
The fourth section of "Prospero to Ariel" provides the
gloss of the whole poem and reviews the conclusion of the
drama.

All the figures of the play have been humanized and

made aware of themselves.
phosis:

Prospero summarizes their metamor-

"The extravagant children, who lately swaggered /

Out of the sea like gods, have, I think, been soundly hunted /
By their own devils into their human selves" (p.207).
enemy of all men is within themselves.

The

Auden interprets the

sea and the sea voyage in The Tempest as "the place of purgatorial suffering:

through separation and apparent loss, "che

characters disordered by passion are brought to their senses
15
and the world of music and marriage is made possible."
The
sea also becomes the meaninglessness of life and existence
which can only be traveled by faith.

Through his quest,

each character finds knowledge of his true self.

Prospero

casually reflects on their "sea change" and their future
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difficulties in the sea of life:

"Alonso's heaviness / Is

lost; and weak Sebastian will be patient / In future with
his slothful conscience—after all, it pays; / Stephano is
contracted to his belly, a minor / But a prosperous kingdom;
stale Trinculo receives, / Gratis, / a whole fresh repertoire
of stories, and / Our younger generation its independent
joy" (p.207).

Prospero rejoices that his days of youth are

over, unlike those of Ferdinand and Miranda:

"Probably I

over-estimate their difficulties; / Just the same, I am very
glad I shall never / Be twenty and have to go through the
business again, / The hours of fuss and fury, the conceit,
the expense" (p.207).
The second interpolated lyric in "Prospero to Ariel"
is a description of an idyllic and valueless world, the
fantasy world of a weak ego.

Prospero commands Ariel:

"Sing first that green remote Cockagne / Where whiskeyrivers run, / And every gorgeous number may / Be laid by
anyone" (p.207).

The selfish inhabitants of this dream

land wish to dominate and wish for dominance.

There is no

love or true brotherhood among these blind fools.
adds that:

Prospero

"For shameless Insecurity / Prays for a boot to

lick, / And many a sore bottom finds / A sorer one to kick"
(p.208).

The occupants of this spiritless society are

doomed since they are living a death-in-life.

They deny the

religious sphere for a hedonism which conceals human limitations and morality.
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The final section of Prospero's farewell expresses his
apprehension of his own journey into life.

He is now sud-

denly awake, no longer dreaming, "cold sober," and aware
that his existential journey actually exists.
his awakening with amazement:

He speaks of

"As if through the age I had /

dreamed / About some tremendous journey I was taking, /
Sketching imaginary landscapes, chasms and cities . . . . /
And now, in my old age, I wake, and this journey really
exists, / And I have actually to take it, inch by inch, /
Alone and on foot, without a cent in my pocket, / Through a
universe where time is not foreshortened, / No animals talk,
and there is neither floating nor flying" (p.208).

Prospero

now must reject the aid of Ariel and his magic and accept
himself, "an old man / Just like other old men, with eyes
that water / Easily in the wind, and a head that nods in the
sunshine, / Forgetful, maladroit, a little grubby, / And to
like it" (p.209).

He must concentrate on spiritual values,

face the absurd, take the leap of faith, and travel to the
religious sphere, the highest level of existence.

His way,

"Sailing alone, out over seventy thousand fathoms," will be
one of silence, which is the way of truth.

Prospero's

spiritual journey is the lone individual quest into the self
and its goal is self-knowledge.

He hopes that by the time

death catches him he might finally "know / The difference
between moonshine and daylight," between art and reality.
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At this dramatic point of his speech, Auden's Prospero
bids his final goodbye to Ariel and "Trembling he takes /
The silent passage / Into discomfort" (p.210).

He has

recognized the powers of the creative imagination and has
also become aware that art is not reality.

Thus, he takes

the leap of faith out of the imaginary world of fantasies
into the real world of mortality.

In the last lyric,

Prospero commands Ariel for the last time; he tells the
passive spirit to sing lightly, sweetly, and brilliantly.
There is no mourning or weeping.

Prospero is glad and

positive that his decision to reenter life and continue his
existential voyage to awareness is the right and only way
for him.
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CHAPTER III
THE SUPPORTING CAST
Besides recreating Shakespeare's Prospero, W. H. Auden
also steps further and gives the audience a new perspective
on the familiar characters of The Tempest.

When Shake-

speare's play concludes, sinners are forgiven and all live
happily ever after.
they?

Auden, however, asks, do they?

What if they were life instead of art?

Will

Auden, there-

fore, unites the mirror of art and the sea of life.

In

section two of The Sea and The Mirror, the "Supporting Cast,
Soto Voce" reveal the results of Prospero's last acts of
magic.

Each minor character except Antonio has realized

that he is not a god without responsibilities but a meager
individual who has the freedom to choose what he may become,
a saint or a devil.

Each goes back to the world of reality

not as an egocentric, naive child, but as an adult who has
begun to climb the spiritual ladder.

Not only Prospero has

made his lonely guest back to life and reality, but also
the supporting cast (except Antonio) has taken that first
existential leap to know themselves and to become reconciled
to the sea of life where each must live within his particular human limitations.

The audience of The Sea and The

Mirror sees the characters as human beings like themselves.
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representing all aspects of the human spectrum in their relations to the problems of living and dying.-'"
These minor characters are left static in time and
space, alone or in groups.

Auden requires them to talk

about the only thing they have left—themselvesl
isolated in their own backyards.

They are

Almost all the speeches

disclose the loneliness of the existential situation and
express psychologically the inner feelings of each character;
and each speech may be taken as a chord to the music of
reconciliation with which The Tempest concludes.

The sepa-

rate poems have a close relationship with the entire poem,
but any of the individual pieces could stand alone outside
the semi-drama, since each has a self-contained coherence.
Each character expresses the conditions of his reconciliation to his human self in a diction and on a level of thinking that is appropriate to the form in which his poem is
2
cast.
Auden has also succeeded in individualizmg each
character in an appropriate form.

The speeches seem to be

arranged to contrast each other, such as comical, serious,
comical, serious.

Each ends with a mocking satirical com-

ment frora the unreconciled Antonio.

Alonso, the most pro-

found character, appears in the center of the section; and
the characters who surround him are either uncouth rustics
or sophisticated courtly aristocrats.

Social rankings make

no difference though, since each and all must take the
existential journey of life alone into full being.
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Antonio's speech introduces the section.

The reader

must ask here why Auden magnifies Shakespeare's Antonio.
In The Tempest, Antonio, brother of Prospero, and Alonso,
King of Naples, usurped Prospero's dukedom of Milan twelve
years previously and cast him adrift on a bark with Miranda.
On the enchanted island, Shakespeare's Antonio waters the
seed of ambition and power in Sebastian.

He moves Sebastian

to kill his brother and Gonzalo and to assume the throne of
Naples.

The same evil that was performed in Milan is to be

repeated on the island.
in planning murder.

Shakespeare's Antonio has no guilt

He introduces reality into the sphere of

the imagination; and his temptation of Sebastion may be
analogous to Satan's temptation of Eve.

At the end of The

Tempest, Antonio utters no word to indicate that he has
reformed.

By this silence, he only seems to remain the

doubter and disbeliever.

In contrast, in The Sea and The

Mirror, Antonio definitely remains the defiant one, arrogant,
cynical, and nonconforming.

Auden states that Antonio wants

"simply to become subjectively conscious of being uniquely
himself and unlike anyone else."

He is "the defiant one who
3
asserts his freedom by disobeying all commands."
Also

Auden seems to say that a world without Antonio is a world
without freedom; Prospero's ship wreck cannot restore him if
he desires not to be restored to life.
Antonio is the only one among the supporting cast who
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does not undergo a sea change and look within himself.

He

remains unchanged, and he refuses ever to be reconciled.
He is the persona of the "Supporting Cast," and he provides
the drama.

His speech is composed in the elaborate terza

rima style with eleven stanzas (aba, bcb, cdc, ded, etc.)
ending in a four line quatrain.

His poem subtly conveys his

hatred for Prospero and for his newly-found inner light.
The mocking tone is one of dominance, independence, contempt,
and defiance.

Unafraid of man's essential loneliness, he

threatens the hard-won peace of the other characters and
takes an ironic view of their happy ending and their metamorphosis.

For him, it is all illusion and a trick per-

formed by Prospero.

Antonio mocks Prospero's wisdom, humil-

ity, and good nature.

He instead sees only self-delusion

and pride and believes that Prospero's escape from the aesthetic enchantment has been merely an illusion.

His self-

conscious selfishness is in direct contrast to Prospero's
desire for self-knowledge.

Since Antonio wants total

egocentricity, he assumes that it is also what Prospero
4
desires. He constantly threatens Prospero's security.
sarcastically says:

He

"Break your wand in half, / The frag-

ments will join; burn your books or lose / Them in the sea,
they will soon reappear, / Not even damages; . . . while I
stand outside / Your circle, the will to charm is still
there" (p.212).

Antonio tempts Prospero to practic:e his
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magic art, even though the artist has given up his trust in
the imagination as a substitute for life.

Antonio is tough

and strong; and not one character has probed beneath his
appearance to see what and who he really is.
In another point of view, Antonio may be seen simply as
an aspect of Prospero himself, his worse self or his fallen
5
will.
This worse self which has a tendency to give way to
despair, in opposition to the leap of faith, wlll be the
major threat to Prospero's faith.

Also, Antonio's refusal

to accept his limitations and weaknesses, to deny his creatureliness, is an omnipresent possibility.

Antonio then

becomes a part of all men; and all should be in constant
battle with him.

As each character ends his speech, Antonio

is waiting ready to snatch and possess any doubting disciple
or to tempt the self-assured believer.

Above all, the

treacherous Antonio represents "defiant despair."

According

to Kierkegaard, it is the "despair of willing despairingly
to be oneself."

It is not "despair," which is the state of

being unconscious of the self or refusing to accept the
self.

Prospero had done this by living isolated on the

island, alienating himself from his authentic self.

Antonio

willingly is a doubter and disbeliever, arrogant, proud,
cynical, and nonconforming.

He does not recognize love,

faith, or spiritual growth.

He is "the spirit that denies."

He knows who he is though, when he proudly states:

"My will

7
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is all my own. / . . . I am I, Antonio, / By choice myself
alone" (p.212).
Ferdinand's Petrarchan love sonnet contrasts Antonio's
previous speech and selfishness.

In The Tempest, Ferdinand,

the son of Alonso, has been placed on the island by himself
with no hope that his father is alive.

He is enchanted and

believes that he is on an island of gods and goddesses.

He

imraediately falls in love with Miranda, but Prospero makes
him prove his love by sentencing him to the work of a servant
Unlike the other characters, Ferdinand has committed no sins
and has done no wrong to Prospero; he should be guilt free.
He has no need to ask forgiveness from Prospero.

Symboli-

cally, he seems to represent every man who is born sinful.
By marrying Miranda, a figure of grace, he is indirectly
given a second chance.

Neither magic spells nor Ariel guides

or directs their love which is pure, simple, and sincere.
Their marriage will bring harmony, reconciliation, creation,
and rebirth to all at the conclusion of Shakespeare's play.
Ferdinand and Miranda will reign in Milan and Naples.

Their

rule will represent the coming of a "brave new world," but
they too will have their disillusionments.

W. H. Auden pre-

sents their lyrical, romantic love with more spiritual and
eternal implications.

Their co-inherence is both of a

natural and spiritual order; their way has the same goal as
Prospero's goal, the existential voyage to awareness.

Auden
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sees no evil in their simple, pure navieté, only the danger
of what might come once it has worn off.

For, when the

loved one is familiar, it is much more difficult to consider
him or her "beloved."
In his poera in The Sea and The Mirror, Auden's Ferninand
expresses his joy and celebrates his physical and spiritual
union with Miranda.

The poem begins with the erotic word

"flesh," progresses upward in images, and concludes with the
religious apostrophe "0 Light."

Innocent and pure, Ferdinand

wants to be one with his love at all times, and he confusingly
says:

"Inherit me, my cause, as I would cause you now / With

mine your sudden joy, two wonders as one vow / Pre-empting
all, here, there, for ever, long ago" (p.213).

Ferdinand

struggles to put into words his tangled emotions which simply
can not be expressed.

Just as Ferdinand is limited to words,

Auden himself is limited by this intricate sonnet.

The

formal and ordered style requires Auden to express Ferindand's
and Miranda's love within a certain boundary which he successfully does in the last line.

Ferdinand rejoices:

"The

Right Required Time, The Real Right Place, 0 Light" (p.213).
The two lovers make the existential leap of faith together
with confidence into a real world of joy and sorrow, life
and death.

Meanwhile, Antonio is in the background haunting

the love sonnet with his constant refusal to know love.
love bed remains empty.

His
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Auden's next cast member is Stephano, the drunken butler.

in Shakespeare's play, Caliban bribes Stephano to be

his new master and to take possession of the island with the
help of Trinculo.

This conspiracy provides the comic ele-

ments of the play, and Stephano is treated as a humorous
character without much depth.

Like Sebastian, Stephano's

appetite for power has been aroused, and he sincerely believes that he can and should have control of the island.
In the play, Trinculo and Stephano are hunted by spirits in
the shape of hounds, filled with cramps, and finally reach
what might be called a conviction of inadequacy.

In con-

clusion, Shakespeare's Stephano admits that he would have
been a miserable king and is pardoned by Prospero.

He and

Trinculo then probably settle into their old roles again.
In The Sea and The Mirror, Auden also presents a chastened
Stephano but in a more serious tone.

Stephano also must

face himself and travel his existential journey.

The pa-

thetic figure of Auden's butler recalls the isolated individuals in the Age of Anxiety who live in a world of
substitute gratifications, which are ultimately unfulfilling
Just as Ferdinand is drunk on love, Stephano is drunk on
booze.

His ballade is a love poem to his belly.

"Embrace me, belly, my bride" (p.213).

He mumbles

He gives thanks to

drink for being a womb substitute, a shelter from loss and
fear.

He frankly says:

"Behind your skirts your son must
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hide / when disappointments bark and boo" (p.213).

He has

sought relief from anxiety, disappointment and ghosts, by
blindfolding himself and hiding in the unconscious state.
Drink dispels melancholy and gives the illusion of a unity
of body and mind.

The hedonist and sensualist though real-

izes it is difficult to find responsible identity apart from
this mother image, and he too is on an existential quest
like the others.
self:

Now he is at least searching for his true

"A lost thing looks for a lost name" (p.213).

Stephano finds himself torn between the waywardness of the
flesh and the ambition of the mind.

He admits:

"We cannot

both be what we claim, / The real Stephano—which is true"
(p.214)?

Mind and body are inextricably connected; and to

separate one from the other is to fail in the integration of
the personality.

His predicament is one of all human beings,

and Stephano wishes to find a solution, a way out of the
predicament.

To win his quest for identity means spiritual

wholeness; to lose is damnation in a world of isolated fragmented personalities.

Stephano's elaborate metrical ballade

consisting of three eight line stanzas (abab, bcbc, etc.)
concluding with four lines (bcbc) contrasts the simplicity,
crudeness, and plainness of his emotions.

But the form fits,

since he is both humorous and pathetic, joking and moving.
Again, Antonio concludes with his selfishness; he has a
toast for himself and mocks man's search for unity.

TEXAS TECU LIBRARY
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The kindly counselor Gonzalo is a man of age and wisdom
in both Shakespeare's play and Auden's poem.

Shakespeare's

Gonzalo, a kind of "good angel," miscarried Antonio's plot
to kill Prospero and Miranda by fitting Prospero's bark with
supplies.

After the wreck in The Tempest, Gonzalo is hopeful

and thankful for what he has.

He gladly says:

everything advantageous to life."
optimism.

"Here is

He is a man of faith and

For him, the land is lush and green, the color of

growth, hope, and creation.

Being more aware of his sur-

roundings, he alone of all the characters notices their "newdyed" clothing and is given further insight which the others
do not comprehend.

In his poem in The Sea and The Mirror,

Gonzalo summarizes what has happened on the island:
our loves were altered" (p.214).

"All

Auden slightly alters

Shakespeare's Gonzalo, who is perfect, pure, and guilt free
throughout the play, to a more human character with faults
and limitations.

Like the others, he must also undergo a

sea change and examine his true self.

Once proud and

portentous, Auden's Gonzalo served and overvalued the intellect, a contrast to Stephano, who was a slave to the
senses.

Gonzalo neglected intuition and imagination, and

denied the mystery of Being.

He attempted to structure iife

and to substitute an ideal commonwealth for a real one.
confesses his mistake:

He

"And by speculation froze / Vision

into an idea, / Irony into a joke, / Til I stood convicted
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of / Doubt and insufficient love" (f.215).

Similar to

Prospero, he was not living a life cf reality, not becoming
involved in the nitty-gritty of livinc.
what he should have done:

He understands now

"Had I trusted the Absurd / And

straight forward note by note / Sung exactly what I heard, /
. . . All would have begun to dance / Jigs of selfdeliverance" (p.215).

His vision on the island is healing,

and he is restored to his "subjective passion."
humble, he weepingly accepts his deliverance.

Subdued and

Gonzalo,

though, is still not prepared to quest with Prospero.

Since

he feels his life has ended, his aging human flesh idly
waits.

With Gonzalo, Prospero's activity becomes passivity
9
and the quest for self-knowledge becomes resignation.
For
Gonzalo's poem, Auden has invented a complex, dignified form

well adapted to the weighty ideas of Gonzalo.

The trochaic

tetrameter with its catalectic foot reveals the conviction
of his doubt and the restoration of his spirit.

The first

words of the poem "Evening, grave, immense . . . " indicate
the grave beauty and solemnity of his confession.

At the

conclusion, Gonzalo's sobriety yields to rejoicing.

He be-

comes a "bell," a mouthpiece for God, available when needed.
But he does not actively travel to the religious sphere of
existence as Prospero does.
of service to God.

Antonio, however, never will be

His language remains only for himself;

he acîmits no God and refuses to recognize Gonzalo's truths.
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In The Tempest, the lords Andrian and Francisco are
mere superficial characters and rarely appear in the play.
At best, they only scoff at Gonzalo's intuition of miraculous
order on the island.

In Auden's drama, they too must

undergo a sea change.

They have been shown a'sounder, truer

way of life; so now they, the sunbeams, must learn to aspire
and discipline themselves to follow that way.
learn to fly."

They "must

They must give up their false sophistication

and fashionable chit chat; they must mature emotionally and
spiritually, even though they may feel regret at the loss of
their polished and childish play, "madly ungay when the goldfish die" (p.216).

A sharp contrast to Gonzalo's heavy poem,

their light surrealistic couplet conveys their befuddlement,
nonsense, and precosity.

Its sharp brevity suggests the

shallowness of their minds.

The couplet also reveals the

fears which they possess as they return to the real world,
knowing that their superficial gossip will no longer satisfy
the major questions of being and of life.

They know that

they can not return to their old unexamined life but realize
that they raust grow spiritually and take the existential
leap of faith.
Alonso's profound address to his son in epistolary form
has no similarities to the previous nonsensical speech of
Adrian and Francisco.
complex.

His poem is much more dignified and

It is subtle in idea, informal in tone, and solemn
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in sentiment.

Here Auden has imaginatively invented a

slavic verse from which has nine syllables in each line with
the accents on speech, not on foot measurement.

Even though

these syllables are counted which makes the meter artificial,
Auden still achieves in making the poem natural and spontaneous.

Likewise, Auden's Alonso achieves in being sym-

pathetic, understanding, and sincere with his son, Ferdinand,
not didactic, formal, and artificial.

In The Terapest,

Alonso, the past king of Naples, feels extremely guilty and
is the most repentant of the characters.

He immediately re-

signs his dukedom and asks Prospero to pardon him of his
wrongs.

He is now ready to pass his crown to Ferdinand and

live a life of peace and contemplation.
Alonso as old and ready to step aside.

Auden also presents
But unlike "Decayed

Gonzalo," Auden's Alonso is "rejoicing in a new love, / A
new peace . . ." (p.219).

Having experienced a sea change

and seen into his real self, Alonso now is Auden's concept
of a good king who has a proper attitude toward power; and
through Alonso's poem, Auden expresses that "the way of
Justice is a tightrope" (p.218).

Alonso tries to warn

his son, the future king, against pride and his own human
limitations and mortality.

In other words, it is a neces-

sity for the elected king to go through with all the worldly
porap and forraalities, but it is also a necessity never to
forget their illusory nature and emptiness, never to forget
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to set them against the background of man's loneliness and
insufficiency, and never to forget the enormous unknown
outside.-'-^
The first stanza with its woven rhymes, polysyllables,
and assonance sets the mood of the entire poem.

Alonso

warns Ferdinand to respect the throne and its communal foundations:

"Ascend your throne majestically, / But keep in

mind . . ." (Auden,p.216).

The last foreboding phrase sug-

gests sinister and unpredictable images.

Appearing through-

out the poem are the contrasting images of the sea and the
desert, which are first seen in this opening stanza.

Auden

called the sea "a symbol of primitive potential power as
contrasted with the desert of actualized triviality of living barbarism versus lifeless decadence."

The sea is

undisciplined but has vital energies of existence, while the
desert is ordered but has nothing but arid abstract forms.
Also the desert and the sea can be interpreted as the two
kinds of hell which the good king must face, the hell of
pure deed (sea) which is the power without knowledge and the
temptation of becoming a tyrant or the hell of pure word
(desert) which is knowledge without power and the temptation
of becoming a recluse.

Both the sea and the desert offer

escape into illusion; and each is indifferent to the fate of
the king.

Alonso warns:

"The cold deep that does not envy

you, / The sunburnt superficial kingdom / Where a king is an
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object" (p.217).

The king is never far from these opposing

dangers of the sterile regimentation, "the triviality of
the sand," or of meaningless turmoil, "watery vagueness."
Auden said the sea and the desert together were "the wilderness, the place where there is no community, just or unjust,
and no historical change for the better or for the worse."
They are free places, but they are also places of alienation
and desolation.

Man needs the just city or the "temperate

city" of Aristotle and of Christ, which the king can strive
to achieve.

The king must avoid the extremes and merge the

opposites in order "to find / The spring in the desert, the
fruitful / Island in the sea . . ." (p.219).
Alonso further tells his son that his journey or kingship will be a lonely one, and that he should "expect no help
from others."

He should suspect all helpful advisers,

sirens, efrets, and even his own happiness.

Alonso warns

his son to take heed of the scorpion, shark, and octopus
which are there to remind him of the hard facts and truths
he must face.

He must remember the rise and fall of civili-

zations, the fate of Rome, Babylon, and Ecbatana.

Of most

importance, Ferdinand must look within his own soul to discover what he has most to fear.
tant truth:

Alonso stresses this impor-

"Only your darkness can tell you what / A

prince's ornate mirror dare not, / Which you fear more—the
sea . . . or the desert . . . "

(p.217).

The king must have
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confidence and strength within himsêlf to reconcile and
integrate the discordant dangers, "where flesh and mind are
delivered from mistrust."

He must "trust his embarrassment,"

and learn and grow from his mistakes.

He should be thankful

for "the scorching rocks" and "the bitter treatment of the
tide" which will destroy his passion and his pride.

Through

his faith, belief, and trust, he will endure and achieve
clarity, serenity, wisdora, and salvation.

Having written

this advice, Alonso, purged of his pride and illusions, is
ready to face death not with remorse but with peace.

He has

made his leap of faith to the religious sphere of existence.
Alonso has received a new religion, a "new love," one of
forgiveness and contemplation.

Although Antonio has not

found this new love, his empire is still his own.
The lusty poem of the Master and Boatswain, the two
characters who rarely appear in The Tempest and who have
little importance, provides a contrast to the serious poem
of Alonso.

Auden recreates these characters to present the

audience with a different view of human existence than
Alonso's.

He uses a pop meter modified into a six-line

stanza which consists of a ballad quatrain plus an added
couplet.

The first two stanzas introduce liquor and whores,

lust and sensuality which the sailors use to escape the
misery of their life.

The couplet of the first stanza hintî:s

at something deeper in the poem besides the rough and
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careless attitude of the sailors:
keeping house" (p.220).

"The homeless played at

In reality, they are lonely and

isolated without a home or loving wife.

The persona of the

poem does not want the security of the womb which the whores
offer.

He does not want to mope in a cage in his old age;

and he views the pure sensuality of the body as a trap.

He

accepts and coraes to terras with the life of the sea and the
sea of life.
of life:

In a cynical tone, he expresses the continuum

"And hearts that we broke long ago / Have long

been breaking others" (p.220).
destiny and his condition:

He resigns himself to his

"Fears are round, the sea is

deep: / Roll them overboard and sleep" (p.220).

Also, the

concentrated poem expands to express lyrically the inner
loneliness not only of the simple sailors but also of each
individual in the poem.

Some are more aware of their isola-

tion than others.
Returning to one of Shakespeare's more important characters, Auden develops Sebastian's confession in an elaborate
and difficult form, a sestina.
followed by three lines.

It consists of six stanzas

The stanzas are unrhymed, but they

have a recurring pattern of "in" words occurring in each
stanza.

In this intricate poem, Auden presents an elaborate

psychology of a complex person who has come to a sense of his
own sin.

In The Tempest, the weak-willed but ambitious

Sebastian, Alonso's brother, had tried to kill Alonso and
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take the throne but was stopped by Ariel.

He recognizes a

miracle, but only seems to awaken from his dream of power.
The reader is almost left guessing whether Sebastian will
return to his egocentered illusions and shallow existence.
In his confession in Auden's version, Sebastian rejoices in
his defeat and exposure.

He is ashamed and joyous; for the

first time he is free frora anxiety by corapassion and mercy
and able to live and love.

He confesses:

"I smile because

I tremble, glad today / To be ashamed, not anxious, not a
dream" (p.221).

By awakening from his dream, Auden's

Sebastian undergoes a sea change.

At first, he fails to

distinguish what is pretended from what actually is. He
inhabits a dreamlike world "where each believed all wishes
wear a crown / And anything pretended is alive" (p.221).
He is tempted by a worldly crown and a false belief in proof.
He states his illusions:

"The arrant jewel singing in his

crown / Persuaded me my brother was a dream / I should not
love because I had no proof . . . "
"lie of Nothing."

(p.221).

His proof is a

His failure exposes this dreamer to his

delusion; and he is pricked into a sense of his own existence
and reality.

His defeat is his life.

He now does not want

what might be but what is the present and the now.
joices:

He re-

"Just Now is what it might be every day, / Right

Here is absolute and needs no crown . . . "

(p.221).

He no

longer needs proof of love, since he now has the ability to
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love by faith.

He has made the existential leap of faith

and has begun his journey to self-awareness.

Antonio still

remains in his dreamstate; he is not pricked by the voices
of his conscience.
To express Trinculo's isolation from his true self,
Auden uses a ballad form, simple quatrains in iambic trimteters with lines two and four rhyming.

The style fits the

nonintellectual life of this court jester.

In The Tempest,

Trinculo aids Stephano in his comic attempt to possess the
island and later ask forgiveness from Prospero as the others
do.

Auden further expands the jester's sketchy humorous

characterization and also seriously sends him on an existential quest for identity.

In one sense, Auden's Trinculo

is a tense and terrified child bringing back funny stories
from his frightening fantasy world to win over the stern
adults. 13 Yet this clown is sensitive enough to perceive
that he is in despair.

He knows the isolation all the others

express when they are honest with themselves.

He knows his

existence bears little relationship to his real self, "the
cold clown whose head is in the clouds" (p.222).

He realizes

that the clown, like the artist, is subject to fits of terror of isolation which do not strengthen him spiritually but
provide him with a nervous, sarcastic humor to which peopie
can respond.

Trinculo is the dehumanized artist.

The

artistic process here is mechanical; and he realizes that his
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30ke" is on man and about man'.s mortality.

This timid man

has little hope of finding a cure for his isolation.
despondently says:

"There lies that solid world these hands

can never reach" (p.222).
forward to his death:

joke.

So with resignation, he looks

"That I like shorter men, / May get

my joke and die" (p.223).
to total existence.

He

He does not make the leap of faith

Proud Antonio will not receive Trinculo's

As he has his own kingdom, bed, and drama, he also has

his own humor.

He is too tough to need Trinculo's humor,

which appeals to the mechanic, merchant, and king.
Auden next presents total faith and optimism in contrast to Trinculo's fear and pessimism.

In Miranda's poem

of love and faith, Auden uses an old and neglected form, the
villanelle.

The lyric poem is written in five tercets and

a closing quatrain, characterized by two refrain lines.
These refrain lines are stated in the first stanza as lines
one and three and return alternately in the succeeding
stanzas as line three until the last stanza where they are
repeated in lines three and four.

The stanzas have a siraple

rhyme of aba, and abaa in the quatrain.

Originally the

villanelle was a round-song of farm laborers with the name
coming from the "latin villa, " or f arm.

Too, Miranda has the

simplicity and naiveté of a farm lass, a shepherdess with
natural nobility.

In The Tempest, she is innocent, chaste,

beautiful, and devoted to her father.

Even though she is
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pure and saintly, Miranda still does not know who she is.
She has been living in a dream-world inhabited only by her
father, Caliban, and Ariel.

As Prospero relates their past

history, she slowly awakens from her somnambulate state and
begins to know "evil."

But throughout the play, she pri-

marily remains in a dazed state, romantically in love with
Ferdinand.

Auden's Miranda definitely realizes that there

is more to life than her secure and peaceful island and that,
for ethical and spiritual growth, she must be subject to the
conflict of good and evil.

In The Sea and The Mirror,

Miranda's poera is a fairy tale recapitulation of her life
and her awakening.

Auden also says that she has been liv-

ing in a dreamstate in a romantic land of peace, security,
and permanence:
the sea" (p.223).
ever known.

"And the high green hill sits always by
This is the only home and reality she has

Reared without human companions, she is over-

come with awe by the first man she sees.

Ferdinand kisses

her awake, and she rejoices to find her Prince Charming in
the flesh.

Like her lover, she awakens from a mirror world

of story-book fantasy and imagination.

She is no longer a

mirror gazer, but she still maintains her child's spontaneity,
assurance, and faith.
and pure.
Ferdinand:
(p.223).

She and Ferdinand are both innocent

She is thankful and certain of her love for
"My Dear One is mine as mirrors are lonely"
Time, though, is an element of which Miranda is
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unaware; her love and Ferdinand's goodness seem as permanent
to her as the high green hill by the sea.

She is now ready

to leave that enchanted green hill and sail on the sea of
life with Ferdinand.

Her existential journey is just begin-

ning, and she has faith, hope, and confidence to continue
her voyage to complete awareness.
becomes a unifying force.

Through her love, she

She sees nature, art, and humanity

in one harmonious whole, and she attempts to wield the sea
(reality) and the mirror (imagination) in a permanent state
of love.

Her poem reflects a joyous and happy image of

organic unity:

"to remeraber our changing garden, we / Are

linked as children in a circle dancing" (p.224).

There is

one link missing in the cast of characters, mocking unreconciled Antonio.
In the "Supporting Cast, Sotto Voce" of The Sea and The
Mirror, all the characters form some sort of organic whole
except Antonio.

All the characters achieve a sea change or

a partial reconciliation, some more than others, except
Antonio.

Most of their speeches (except Antonio's) bear

upon the theme of faith versus despair and show the extent
to which each has been aided on the island to become himself.
Antonio rejects faith and love, love in human communities
and love of God.

He denies and refuses to acknowledge the

possibility of a finer harmony.

He is "The Only One, Cre-

ation's O / Dances for Death alone" (p.224).

Auden desires
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to convey the idea that in a perfect art work, all characters
may achieve complete harmony.
harmony is impossible.

In life (the sea), absolute

People such as Antonio, consumed by

their own selfish egos, will always exist.

Mortal man is

not able to construct the temperate or just city, since
there will always be the just with the unjust.

Yet man can

still strive, since it is possible to achieve a city of
civility where, at least, there is some justice and peace.
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CHAPTER IV
CALIBAN AND THE AUDIENCE
In "Caliban to the Audience," section III of The Sea
and The Mirror, the audience expects "our so good, so great,
so dead author [Shakespeare] to stand before the finally
lowered curtain and take his shyly responsible bow for this,
his latest, ripest production" (p.225).

Traditionally the

audience is accustomed to the artist silently accepting its
applause and then instantly escaping to return to his private
study.

The audience then may go back to their TV sets, pool

tables, and pizza parlors without having to think about the
questions presented by the play and without having to get
involved in problems confronted by the dramatis personae.
At this time, however, there is an unexpected turn of normal
events in Auden's play.

It is Caliban who appears instead

of "the all-wise, all-explaining master."

The audience is

shocked and bewildered, since they are not prepared to see
this human beast outside of the play.

It slowly becomes

clear to them that Caliban is not locked in the world of art
but is free and has returned to life.

Before this moment

they are at a safe distance from the other characters of the
dramatis personae, but now they too must get involved with
the existential questions presented by the play.

Prospero's

epilogue in The Tempest invites the audience to participate
65
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the moral vision of the play by applauding, forgiving,

and setting Prospero free.

The audience, as one of W. H.

Auden's main characters, must also take their turn in examining themselves and participating in their own existential
voyage.

So at this point of Auden's poem, Caliban becomes

Shakespeare's echo and "the begged question," the audience's
plea for the solution to the anxiety of existence.

Caliban

immediately takes our place as the audience and asks questions, makes demands on the author, and tells us what we,
the audience, really want and need to know in order to become totally aware and self-conscious creatures.
As Auden recreated Shakespeare's Prospero and the other
characters of The Tempest, he does the same with Caliban.
In The Tempest, Caliban is the son of Sycorax, a debased
goetist, and an irrational aquatic daemon.
formed, without a human shape.
"What have we here?
fish:

He is born de-

Trinculo describes him:

a man or a fish?

dead or alive?

A

he smells like a fish; a very ancient and fishlike

smell, a kind of not of the newest poor-John.
fish" (II,ii,24-7).

A strange

This water monster is also a "puppy-

headed" land monster who experiences a low order of human
passions.

When Prospero and Miranda shipwreck on the is-

land, Prospero discovers Caliban and makes him his only
slave.

Yet Prcspero is not a merciless and harsh master;

he feels responsible for Caliban's actions and obligated to
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improve this half-human "mooncalf."

Prospero attempts to

rationalize and civilize him, but Caliban's education is
useless as well as harmful.
speech:

He can only abuse the gift of

"You taught me language, and my profit on't / Is,

I know how to curse" (I,ii,363-4).

Twelve years under the

guidance of Miranda and Prospero have not raised him above
the level of the beast.

By cultivating Caliban, Prospero

only brings forth in him lust for Miranda, discontent at his
inferior position, ambition, and intemperance.

In a solilo-

quy, Caliban gives a vivid accouni: of all the tortures which
Prospero inflicts upon him and he regards every mere accident as part of his master's desire to punish him.

Thus,

Caliban is disobedient and constantly rebels.
Since Caliban is eager for a new master, he imagines
Stephano to be the perfect replacement for Prospero.

Caliban

adores the drunken butler, especially for his gift of wine,
and is ready to kiss his feet.

He coraically bribes Stephano

to be his new master, to burn the books of Prospero, and to
take possession of the island with the help of Trinculo.
When the three fools first plan their conspiracy, everpresent Ariel plays a tune on his pipe and tabor.

Caliban

shows a love for the music which makes him sleep and dream.
He admits to Stephano:

"The clouds

methought would open

and show riches / Ready to drop upon me, that, when I waked,
I cried to dream again" (III,ii,40-2).

Like any beast who
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lacks reason, Caliban finds pure pleasure in music.
-

m

Later

V

the play, these evildoers decide to follow Ariel's music

and continue with their plot.

Invisible Ariel leads them

through "toothed briers, sharp furges, pricking goss, and
thorns," and then leaves them neck high in a foul stinking
pond.

Prospero and Ariel, both invisible, further entice

them with the enchanter's robe and treasures.

They are then

hunted by Spirits in the shape of hounds, filled with craraps,
and finally reach what raight be called a conviction of inadequacy.

Caliban pledges to reform and begs forgiveness from

Prospero:

"I'll be wise hereafter, / And seek for grace"

(V,i,294-5).

At least Caliban knows it is imprudent to re-

sist grace and, for the moment, has learned to accept his
place in the chain of being.
In The Tempest, Shakespeare designed Caliban to represent the natural raan. He symbolizes mankind's primitive
urges, the needs of the flesh.

Caliban exists at the sim-

plest level of sensual pain and pleasure; and he is suitable
for lechery because love is beyond his nature.

Also as a

natural man, he is mere nature, nature without the benefit
of nurture.

It is nature divorced from grace, or the senses

without the mind.

Also it is nature that manifests itself

more as an instinctive propensity to evil than as the calculated criminality of Antonio and Sebastian, which is rationally corrupted nature.

Caliban's highest ambitions are to
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kill Prospero and rape Miranda, both bestial designs without
reason.

in one sense, Caliban has no sense of right and

wrong and sees no difference between good and evil.
he cannot be improved.

Thus,

At the conclusion of Shakepeare's

play, Caliban can not reach total repentance.

In spite of

Caliban's reformation, Shakespeare clearly does not suppose
that this natural man is capable also of a reasonable life.
He will always remain the primitive one, incapable of idealistic thoughts.
W. H. Auden's Caliban is not as Shakespeare created him
but the man behind Shakespeare's syrabol and creation.

He

is not a rough beast but one who is aware of himself and his
position.

Auden chooses him to respond to the audience's

"bewildered cry" because he is the character most likely to
puzzle the audience and the one about whom they would most
like to know more.

Since the audience thinks of Shake-

speare's Caliban as being grostesque and subhuman, his role
shocks them.

He talks like a literary critic and speaks in

a later Henry James style, which helps convey the complexity
of the ideas involved.

His prose is a torrent of explanatory

talk, which tries in a hundred ways to get at the root of the
paradoxical nature of the art-versus-life relationship, which
2
is the main motif running throughout Auden's poem.
Thus,
Auden presents a comic reversal of expectation since the
slave is an even more subtle philosopher than the master
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(Shakespeare) and a more suave man of the world than the
audience had imagined.

But Auden needs the complicated sys-

tem of masks, the double irony, to enable him to speak seriously,

His innovation consists in preparing the reader for

the ironic argument by creating a ridiculous style and fantastic masks, and then making the argument not ironic.
Shakespeare would agree with Auden's method since "the fool
speaks the truth."^
In the first section of "Caliban to the Audience,"
Caliban addresses Shakespeare on behalf of the audience and
asks questions they would ask the artist-creator.
ence seems nervous, perplexed, and resentful.

The audi-

They argue

that they could never set anyone free, as Prospero requested
thera to do in the epilogue of The Terapest, since they themselves are imprisoned by the author, doubtful, and embarrassed by the presence of Caliban.

Their main objection to

Shakespeare is that they want art to remain an escape, full
of nicely unreal conventions, with all problems solved, a
world of "freedom without anxiety."

The audience expects

illusion from the theatre, a pretty world which is capable
of resolution and far from reality.

Above all, they insist

upon this radical division between the ordered world of art
and the chaotic world of life.

The audience also perceives

the Muse of Art (Ariel) as a Society hostess who is able to
arrange all of her guests perfectly and "to make every shade
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of the social and moral palette contribute to the general
richness . . ." (^.226)."^

Her party is always "the mixed

perfected brew" where youth gets along with age and the
prince is at ease with the butler.

To the Audience, Art (the

mirror) is a v/holly other world where opposites are reconciled and time is in control.

Also Art has the ability to

arrange its subject matter in pleasing patterns and to explore all human possibilities, while at the same time never
quite falling into a world without value.
The audience through Caliban asks the author a crucial
question.

Can "her faith, her charm, her love" command

everyone?

The response is negative.

The limitation of Art

lies in the fact that it can not assimilate those forces
which are presented in the figure of Caliban.

He represents

the earthly, the flesh, the sexual impulse, and the "drab
mortality of man."

He is also the irrational, undisciplined,

anarchic impulses of the inner self.

Thus, Caliban (the sea)

is the opposite of Ariel (the mirror), as the real world is
the opposite of art, as flesh is opposed to spirit, and life
opposed to beyond life.

In the world of art, Caliban can

only'appear as a distorted parody of what he is in real life,
a "savage and deformed slave" instead of Cupid, son of Eros.
The audience is shocked at Shakespeare, Ariel's most trusted
and closest friend, for bringing "the solitary exception"
into her ordered house.

They cry:

"How could you be guilty
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of the incredible unpardonable treachery of bringing along
the one creature, as you above all men must have known, whom
she cannot and will not under any circumstances stand, the
solitary exception she is not at any hour of the day or
«

night at home to . . ." (p.227).

Ariel can not tolerate

Caliban because he is allsheisn't, "the represented principle of not sympathizing, not associating, not amusing, the
only child of her Awful Enemy [Sycorax] . . . "

(p.227).

He

is "the unrectored chaos," the force which brings the audience back to reality.

Ariel has often imagined what would

happen if Caliban dare enter her patterned existence.

With

his fishlike smell, he would snatch the visionaries back to
the "here and nov7," back to life; he would break the order
of the dancing ring, knock over food trays, and upset the
guests.

But the worst of all, he would make "a pass at her

virgin self" (p.228).
Since Caliban leads back to the realities of life, it
is the audience who suffers in the confrontation of art
(Ariel) by reality (Caliban).

The puzzled audience does not

understand Shakespeare's purpose.
such a confrontation?

Why should they endure

It has always been their basic belief

that the theatrical relation (and the marital one) must be
governed by the decent general law which demands "no scenes,"
especially in front of visitors, children, and servants.
Their rule has always been to use restraint and to remain
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reserved and composed as long as anyone is near.

The audi-

ence also admits that they are strangers to the Muse (Ariel)
and know that they do not belong with her.

They realize

they are alienated from art, but they are happy and comfortable in this alienation.

Their only demand is to be

able to observe behind the curtain once a week; and their
only desire "has always been that she should preserve for
ever her old high strangeness, for what delights us about
her world is just that it neither is nor possibly could become one in which we could breathe or behave . . . "

(p.229).

The audience merely wants her to present to them "the perfectly tideable case of disorder" (art).

They do not want

to speak to her or enter her house, "that world of freedom
without anxiety, sincerity without loss of vigour, feeling
that loosens rather than ties the tongue . . . "

(p.229).

They know that in the world of art they would see themselves
grotesqued like Caliban, embarrassed and embarrassing.
Furthermore, the audience who still

remains embodied

in Caliban reminds Shakespeare that they, unlike the Social
Muse, exist in a world of contrast and social ranking, them
and us, above and below, tame and wild.

But they enjoy and

value their alienation from their fellow man:

"For without

these prohibitive frontiers we should never know who we were
or what we wanted" (p.230).

Only by social order, do they

know "with whom to associate, make love, exchange recipes
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and jokes, go mountain climbing, or set side by side fishing
from piers" (p.230).

The audience also emphasizes to the

author that they do not always live in the present tense,
the indicative mood, like the world of art.

The world of

reality must go within time, without resolution.

In fact,

the audience says that they are ruled by Time, "a prim magistrate whose court never adjourns" (p.231).

Thus, the audi-

ence doesn't quite accept the idea that Shakespeare's play
is "a mirror held up to nature," but they do believe that
it represents "one aspect of the relation between the real
and the imagined, their mutual reversal of value" (p.232).
The imaginary side (art) represents order, "the necessary
cause of any particular effort"; the real side (life) represents disorder, "the accidental effect" of any effort.
After all these demands and questions, the audience
still can not understand why Shakespeare united "the absolutely natural" with Ariel.
violation of both worlds.

This prohibited act is a

The audience accuses:

"How then,

we continue to wonder, knowing all this, could you act as
if you did not, as if you did not realize that the embarrassing compresence of the absolutely natural, incorrigibly
right-handed, and, to any request for co-operation, utterly
negative, with the enthusiastically self-effacing would be
a simultaneous violation of both worlds . . . "

(p.233).

audience proclaims that Caliban belongs with them, who

The
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befriend and respect him, not with the world of art, which
does not accept him.

The prim.ary concern of the audience

is what Shakespeare might have done:

"Is it possible that,

not content with inveighling Caliban into Ariel's kingdom,
you have also let loose Ariel in Caliban's" (p.233).

The

audience knows it would be worse if the poetic (Ariel's
world) invaded the real (Caliban's world).

They do not want

Ariel in their world, "breaking down our picket fences in
the name of fraternity, seducing our wives in the name of
romance, and robbing us of our sacred pecuniary deposites
in the narae of justice" (p.234).

The audience wants to keep

their social divisions and to exist blindly without the
forces of the imagination.

They are happy for art to omit

Caliban; and likewise, they do not want art to intrude into
their lives.

They already know the natural Caliban in every-

day life, and they feel more comfortable with him rather
than with the lofty Ariel.

Thus, the audience insists that

the present arrangement be continued; and they will not
leave the theatre until Shakespeare has given an affirmative
answer.

But the author does not respond; it is necessary

for Caliban to assume different roles and ask more questions
before the audience receives the author's solution.

The

audience also must seek further within themselves for the
answers.

For Auden, only through understanding themselves

can the audience make the existential choice which will make
them genuinely free, the choice of the religious sphere.
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After Caliban returns to his natural role, he becomes
the mouthpiece for the author, Shakespeare.

He addresses

those who have come to learn, not to be entertained.

He

wants to have a word with "any gay apprentice in the magical
art," those who have been "called" by Ariel and feel "set
apart" from the common masses and the bourgeois.

These

would-be artists are able at any time to beckon Ariel, who
tells thera all the worldly gossip and explains how to write
a short story, a novel, or a poem:

"He really is willing to

arrange anything you care to ask for . . . "

(p.235).

Caliban

calls the relationship of Ariel and the artist "a wonder
working habit" which later turns into an "economic habit."
The artist becomes a perfect perceptionist; nothing escapes
his eye.

But Calihan knows it is Ariel, the spirit of the

imaginative creation, who is the real power:

"If I seem to

attribute these powers to you when the eyes, the ears, the
nose, the putting two and two together are, of course, all
His, and yours only the primitive wish to know, it is a
rhetorical habit I have caught from you,
nile and feminine admirers . . . "

in the main juve-

(p.236).

The credit for

their "brilliant success" belongs to Ariel.
One day, though, the fever subsides:
is no longer sweet and smooth.

the relationship

Long silences occur; the

artist can no longer think of any requests to make and
waiting Ariel gets on his nerves.

The artist asks Ariel if
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he wants a vacation, but Ariel does not take the hint.

When

their affair goes from bad to worse, he sets Ariel free.
But the spirit does not budge and glares back at his master.
Now the artist does not see a pleasing Muse but "a gibbering
fist-clenched creature."

For the first time he has come face

to face with "the all too solid flesh you must acknowledge
as your own" (p.237).

The artist sadly discovers that Ariel

is really a Caliban.
Neglected Caliban describes himself as a Society
mother's child who has been left to the servants:

"You have

never in all these years taken the faintest personal interest in me" (p.237).

Of course, the mother (the artist) can

not hear such nonsense and denies the accusation:

"'Haven't

you always been allowed to do everything, in reason, that
you liked?'" (p.238).

Caliban explains that this indiffer-

ence is exactly the problem.
each other:

They really know nothing of

"Had you tried to destroy me, had we wrestled

through long dark hours, we might by daybreak have learnt
something from each other" (p.238).

Also had the mother

(the artist) let Caliban alone to go his "free-wheeling way
to disorder," to drink, to gamble, to fornicate; then after
a few savage years, he would have felt remorse and settled
down into a routine existence.

But these wild escapades

would have taken the artist away from his meditations and
his writing.

The artist, presented as an ordinary, polite
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man, avoided the extremes of the martyr and the debacher.
He aimed toward the creative and moderate life, but this is
really no life at all.

Caliban points out that, in spite

of the artist's urge to find the perfection of spirit in
this life, man is always left with one inescapable fact—
his own flesh.

If the artist had attempted to understand

the irrational forces within himself, he might have achieved
insight into the essential truth and heard "that music which
explains and pardons all" (p.238), that regenerative voice
and "new love" of The Tempest.

If the artist had recognized

Caliban within himself, he may have achieved a new life
where he was no longer isolated and was freed from the angst,
7
the anxiety, which he suffers.
But now he is face to face
with what was bound to happen:

"You are left alone with me,

the dark thing you could never abide to be with" (p.239).
After speaking for Shakespeare to the artist, Caliban
returns to the common mass, "the general popular type," and
the exceptional men and addresses them on behalf of Ariel
and himself.

In Caliban's own speech to the audience, the

transition is to the religious level, since Caliban is now
going to speak in depth about the nature of reality.

He

will not directly answer the audience's questions because
they already know the answers.

All their cries mean is that

they have come to their first crisis, "the breaking of the
childish spell."

Caliban's key word here is "anxiously."
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It is anxiety that is at the heart of the dramatic situation
in Caliban's speech and in The Sea and The Mirror as a whole.
In the "Preface," the Stage Manager posed questions that
played upon the anxiety of the audience.

The characters in

the "Supporting Cast" showed various human attitudes as
answers, but the audience felt a certain safety since they
did not have to formulate for themselves the answers to the
anxiety of existence.

But now Caliban moves downstage and

proclaims, at last it is their turn!

The audience is pulled

from the anxiety of viewer to the anxiety of participant.
It is their time to be brought face to face with the choices
they must make in real life.

First they must recognize and

reckon with both Caliban and Ariel; they must detect the
difference between what m^ (Caliban) and what might be
(Ariel).

This is only the beginning of "The Journey of Life."

Now the audience must take the voyage across the sea of life
and begin the quest to existential awareness.

Their journey

corresponds to Prospero's; its goal is the knowledge of the
self.
Caliban explains that the "Journey of Life" is like a
railroad journey in which the moments of actual travel are
few.

The audience has made their first step; they have come

to the main depot, "the Grandly Average Place from which at
odd hours the expresses leave seriously and sombrely for
Somewhere" (p.241).

This step, at least, is the realization
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that the journey exists and it is theirs to take.

But most

will want to remain at the main station since the land of
habit and security with its restaurants, barber shops, and
jolly people is more comfortable than the journey's difficulties and uncertainties.

Caliban now cautions the audience

not to engage either Ariel or himself as guides, not to _..
choose either extreme, not to fall into either hell.
should try to make his own individual lonely way.

Each

If they

choose either one, they are choosing illusion over reality,
asking for what might be instead of what is.

Either way

they are damned since they have tried to avoid the initial
choice to awareness and selfhood.
requires faith, the leap of faith.

The choice of destination
Man must go past the

aesthetic realm and the ethical to the Religious sphere of
faith and freedom.

Caliban also warns the audience that if

they ask him or Ariel to be their guides, they can not
refuse the wishes of the audience.
If the audience chooses Caliban as a guide, they are
escaping into the realm of the sea, the land of pure deed
and sensation.

These followers of Caliban, the ordinary and

all too human men, want to return to the "good ole days"
"where the canons run through the water meadows with butterfly nets and the old women keep sweetshops in the cobbled
side streets, . . . carry me back to the days before my wife
had put on weight, back to the years when beer was cheap and
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the rivers really froze in winter" (p.242).

They desire a

child's state of pure self-regarding egotism in a world of
friendly concrete things.^

They have always felt uncomfort-

able in "the climate of distinct Ideas" of Business, Science,
Religion, and Art; and they wish deliverance from any anxious
possibilities.

These common men are giving in to pure sense

experience in order to escape responsibility; they are fleeing from ideas, reflection, and discipline.

Caliban must

obey their comraand, but he carries them to "the downright
state" of volcanoes, lava, chasms, and gysers, not to their
Eden paradise.

Caliban's followers find themselves in a

meaningless and thoroughly secular world.
cisions, only secular stagnation.

There are no de-

"Who, When, Why" have no

meaning since questions only lead to failure.

Similar to

the wasteland of T. S. Eliot, it is the place where the uncommitted dwell.

They are completely passive, without praise

and without blame.

The followers also find they are "the

only subject" and have no neighbors to help them out of their
disordered predicament; they only are "surrounded by an infinite passivity and purely arithmetical disorder" (p.244).
-The result is the despair of having nothing to choose, except
"to plunge headlong into despair and fall through silence
fathomless and dry . . . "

(p.244).

If, on the other hand, the audience chooses Ariel as a
guide, they are escaping into the realm of the desert, the
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land of pure word and abstraction.

These exceptional fol-

lowers of Ariel, the idealists and responsible ones, have
had worldly' success but the world is no better.

They want

to be delivered from the "ship of fools" and the messes of
life:

"Translate us, bright Angel, from this hell of inert

and ailing matter, growing steadily senile in a time for
ever imraature, to that blessed realm . . . that Heaven of
the Really General Case where . . . Life turns into Light"
(p.245).

This elite group wants to be spared material

existence, not the burden of spiritual existence.

They shun

fact and the present and only deal with a world of pure possibility.

They desire a platonic universe of transcen-

dental reality, a world of complete abstraction in which man
is free frora necessity and has power without necessity.
Again Ariel has to obey and gratify "the wish for freedom to
transcend any condition, for direct unentailed power without
any, however secretly immanent, obligation to inherit or
transmit" (p.245).

The followers soon find themselves in a

nightmare world which is always in a state of perpetual
emergency, constant change and motion.

It is "an allegorical

landscape to which matheraatical measurement and phenomenological analysis have no relevance" (p.245).

There is no direc-

tion and no end; the followers have no idea where they came
from and where they are going; no one knows who are friends
and who are enemies.

In this abstract country, there is no
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causal necessity; events lose all interpretation.

The Ariel

followers always fear that something is lacking that must be
found.

Their hearts continually feel a foreboding (the

anxiety of existence) but there is no release except "toward
the grey horizon of the bleaker vision [the abyss] . . . for
only there in its cry of agony can your existence find at
last an unequivocal meaning and your refusal to be yourself
become a serious despair, the love nothing, the fear all"
(p.247)?

Thus, the choice to follow Ariel also leads to

despair, since all sense of "thisness" has been lost.

Here

man can not become completely aware of himself since he does
not view his self as something definite and infinite.
Both these alternative routes, "the facile glad handed
highway or the virtuous averted track," dreadfully end.
These two escapes, the unquestioning acceptance of life and
the refusal to be committed to it, are the two main ways of
failing to meet life.

For W. H. Auden, meaningful existence

requires both freedom and necessity, both Ariel and Caliban.
Auden demands the reverse of escape which is committment, a
recognition and acceptance of the shark and the octopus that
inhabit the heart of life.12 In this choice, our paradoxical
freedom lies.

After this crucial advice to the ordinary and

the exceptional, Caliban moves from the audience to a discussion of his own about the purpose of art and the duty of
the artist.

He is also concerned with art versus life and
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with both art and life versus the divine.

Caliban, as a

disciple of Shakespeare, says the purpose of art is to show
man his "condition of estrangement from the truth."

But the

artist is in a "serio comic embarrassment" since he can not
represent both Divine Truth and the human condition of
estrangement from the truth.
is doomed to fail:

Thus, Caliban says the artist

"[He] is doomed to fail the more he

succeeds, for the more truthfully he paints the condition,
the less clearly can he indicate the truth frora which it is
estranged . . ." (p.247).

Art is a raeans to achieve truth,

but art itself is unable to lead raan to truth and liberation.
The artist's duty is also to show man "the gap between what
you so questionable are and what you are commanded without
any question to become . . ." (p.247).

Therefore, to be

aware of the gap and the imprisonment is in itself a bridge
and a release from the anxieties of existence.

If art is to

fulfill itself, it must confront man with his true self in
order that he may move toward a reconstruction of his being;
an awareness of the gap within himself must become the bridge
13
which leads to contrition, surrender, faith, and freedom.
After Caliban concludes his philosophical ideas on the
purpose of art and at the conclusion of "Caliban to the
Audience," W. H. Auden unites all his characters.

They are

no longer audience, actors, characters, or representatives
of abstract psychological forces, but a collective "We."
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We have seen ourselves as we are and now we stand hanging
over the void of existence.

At this crucial moment, however,

"There is nothing to say" and "There is no way out" (p.247).
The words of the Stage Manager return to us:

"All the rest

is .silence / On the other side of the wall; / And the silence
ripeness / And the ripeness all" (p.202).

The Stage Mana-

ger's message echoes Edgar's statement in King Lear:

"Men

must endure / Their going hence, even as their coming hither;
Ripeness is all" (V,ii,ll-2).

We have come to a realization

of truth, the realization that we must endure the absurdities
of existence and understand the implication of choice.
Through choice lies our freedom and our true existence.

For

the first tirae, we hear "the real Word which is our only
raison d'etre [our reason for existence]" (p.249).

We have

not necessarily liked what we have seen and heard, but this
is what W. H. Auden has aimed for in The Sea and The Mirror.
All the evils and inadequacies of life are still present,
but it is only with them that we are blessed.

We all rejoice:

"Only now it is not in spite of them but with them that we
are blessed by that Wholly Other Life from which we are
separated by an essential emphatic gulf . . . "

(p.250).

With the "Wholly Other Life," Auden finally brings Kierkegaard out of hiding and exposes him triumphantly.

"The

Wholly Other Life" is Kierkegaard's existential God; between
Him and the self is an absolute abyss, "an essential emphatic
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gulf," which can be crossed only by the leap of faith.

Also

it is because we are isolated that we know there is a "restored relation."

Throughout the section, Auden has empha-

sized that life, instead of being rational, is absurd; chaos
rather than deliberate order lies at the heart of existence.
Also Auden has primarily urged that that which is most
abhorred or most feared becomes the means of deliverance.
Caliban's speech has been an attempt to make us believe and
take that leap of faith, to relieve the anxiety of existence
by believing in it and conquering it by faith which leads
to freedom of choice to be our true selves.

Now the cast

and audience of The Terapest and The Sea and The Mirror are
reconciled with themselves because they and we have given
allegiance to that "Wholly Other Life" and made the leap of
faith.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
After Caliban concludes his speech to the audience and
returns backstage, W. H. Auden abandons his borrowed recreated characters and allows them to travel freely their
own solitary existential voyages to self-awareness.

Prospero,

the supporting cast, the audience, and "Us" have made the
choice between anxiety and despair or faith and freedom.
Auden has done his best to emphasize the importance of the
quest to internal awareness and the reconciliation of opposites within our souls.

Now there is nothing further he

can do to awaken our unconscious selves or to aid us on the
lonely journey on the sea of life.

Yet in the "Postscript"

of The Sea and The Mirror, Auden simply and poetically makes
his last reverberation in memory of the essence of the whole
play.

This love song from Ariel to Caliban lyrically and

mysteriously summarizes Auden's entire themes about the integration, unity, and totality of the individual.
In the "Postscript," Ariel melodically expresses his
love for Caliban.

He confesses that he is "Helplessly in

love with you . . . " and "Fascinated by / Drab Mortality"
(p.251).

Ariel, "what might be," is the representative of

Art with its inhuman perfection.

Caliban, "what is," is the

representative of Life with all its imperfection.
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Ariel
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exists only in opposition to Caliban.

Thus, Ariel wants

Caliban as he is and welcomes reality no matter how grotesque
it may be.

If Caliban chooses to see himself and his life

as an illusion, and thus eliminate the opposition, there is no
place for Ariel to go.
must exist.

In order for Ariel to exist, Caliban

Ariel's love and devotion also depend on

Caliban's existence as an opposite principle.
clares:

Ariel de-

"Whose entire devotion lies / At the mercy of your

will; / Tempt not your sworn comrade only / As I am can I /
Love you as you are-" (p.251).

The contradictory natures

must continue and they must not ignore each other.
warns:

Ariel

"When our falsehoods are divided / What we shall

become, / One evaporating sigh" (p.252).

But when the two

extremes are united, they compose the "I," the integrated
individual.

After each stanza of the "Postscript," the

prompter reinforces this union of opposites by echoing the
single syllable "I." The total self, the "I," exists only
when raan unifies Caliban and Ariel, the sea and the mirror,
what is and what might be, and accepts their paradoxical
relationship as a part of human existence.
As Shakespeare concludes The Tempest with a unifying
marriage ceremony and total forgiveness, W. H. Auden chooses
to close his coraraentary on The Terapest without a definite
reconciliation.

Although his poem has shown us our true

selves, has suggested that we may be better, and has revealed
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guidelines for us to follow on our journey, Auden still
leaves the actual quest to consciousness and unity up to us.
Auden suggests that Art can provide a glimpse of the ultimate reconciliation, of the garden in the desert, the island
in the sea, but man must choose himself whether he will make
it possible.

The aesthetic sphere, Art, can not express and

satisfy man's fullest vision of life.

Art alone can not

lead man to the entire truth about himself or reveal the way
to complete freedom without anxiety.

Also the aesthetic

realm prevents man from existing; Art allows him to escape
his reality and his mortality, to stand outside life and
behold it as a spectacle.

Thus, this passive observer stag-

nates in a perfect, imaginary world which lacks the wildness
of freedom and choice.

Auden emphasizes that trying to

escape from Becoming (Reality) to Being (Art) will only lead
to despair and internal Hell.

So he attempts to jolt Shake-

speare's characters and Us into taking the religious way to
salvation, to renounce Being and to embrace Becoming.

The

aesthetic and ethical spheres lead indirectly to the religious
sphere of faith and freedom; and only when those two secular
routes have been tried and failed can the religious leap of
faith be taken.

Man must be disenchanted with the worldly

answers of art and science, become aware of the abyss, accept
it, and take the leap; only then can man be free of the
"angst," grasp "the real Word," and be blessed by that
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"Wholly Other Life."

Yet even with the religious leap, man

can not escape human existence.

The secular world has not

changed; raan is still a creature with limitations.

But in

a paradoxical sense all is changed by the leap of faith.
Auden claims that man's greatest reward is not to transcend
secular life but to experience its blessedness:

"It is just

here, among the ruins and the bones, that we may rejoice in
the perfected Work which is not Ours . . ." (p.250).
In my thesis, I have shown that W. H. Auden appropriately chose characters from The Tempest in order to express
his own existential themes.

Auden has each character step

out of The Tempest long enough to speak; and their isolated
speeches turn the offstage action into an existential journey.

Therefore, Auden's major concern in The Sea and The

Mirror is the existential voyage which each character and
each man in the audience must travel in order to become
aware of his true self.

I have also emphasized that Auden

recreates Shakespeare's characters by replacing their one
dimentional form with new depth, essence, and purpose.

More

than an aerial daemon performing Prospero's commands, Auden's
Ariel represents the mirror, the imagination, the perfect
inhuman world of Reality.

Also, Shakespeare's Prospero is

a Neo-Platonic theurgist of high rank, who wishes to depart
from the earthly mortals and completely assimilate his soul
with the gods.

In contrast, Auden's Prospero, an ideal
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existential questor, achieves realization of his mortality
and rejoins the human race.

In The Sea and The Mirror,

Prospero casts away his magic art, his life of Being, in
order to travel the existential path to Becoming.

So in

opposition to Shakespeare's Neo-Platonic symbol, Auden's
Prospero represents self-awareness and recognition, our
consciousness of ourselves as conscious being.

Also in

The Tempest, Shakespeare's remaining mortal characters are
shown their sinful waywardness from the organic unity of the
universe and receive forgiveness from Prospero.

At the con-

clusion of Shakespeare's play, all are united and reconciled
by the marriage of Miranda and Ferdinand.

But W. H. Auden

deraands more from these superficial characters.

In The Sea

and The Mirror, Auden insists that they too take the first
existential step to know themselves and to become reconciled
to the sea of life.

They must make their temporary "sea

change" in the world of Art a continuing reality in the sea
of Life.

The problem of Auden's supporting cast, as it is

for all his characters and all men, is the anxiety of existence and what should be done with life itself in this absurd condition.

In The Sea and The Mirror, Shakespeare' s

characters become conscious beings; each develops his own
solution to the "angst" of living, some more satisfactorily
than others; and each becomes aware that the existential
voyage to integrated consciousness exists.
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Besides recreating Shakespeare's personae, Auden invents
an original cast member, the audience.

He demands that these

passive observers become active participants in the real
drama of life.

First Auden has Prospero and the supporting

cast reveal their anxiety, isolation, and solution to the
anxious group.

Then Caliban, as the author, insists that

they step out of their secure, reserved seats and face their
own fragmented existence.

At this point, Auden's audience

becomes the representative of our own awareness, or lack of
awareness, of our selves.

Through Caliban, Auden explains

man's destiny on earth, "The Journey of Life," that lonely
path of joys and sorrows, love and hate, grcwth and stagnation, life and death, which will eventually lead to despair
or to salvation.

Auden emphasizes that man must take the

existential train trip alone, without choosing Caliban (freedom) or Ariel (necessity) as guides.

Above all, "we" must

stop fleeing and hiding but look deeply into the chaos of
our soul and plumb its depth.

The journey inward will be

adventurous, dangerous, and terrifying since it will explore all facets of the human soul, leaving nothing untouched.
again.

Man will find himself disillusioned time and time

At moments, he will "know" that he sees the "truth"

and the "light," but then only to find that he holds a mere
particle of sand.

Even though the trip with its intense

ontrasts leads up and down, backwards and forwards, Auden
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emphasizes that it is by this vital experience that we do
finally discover the true way and that "Wholly Other Life."
Irving Layton in his poem "There Were No Signs" agrees; the
poem is illustrative of the necessary quest:
By walking I found out
Where I was going.
By intensely hating, how to love
By loving, whom and what to love.
By grieving, how to laugh from the belly.
Out of infirmity, I have built strength
Out of untruth, truth.
From hypocrisy, I weaved directness.
Alraost now I know who I am.
Almost I have the boldness to be that man.
Another step
And I shall be where I started from.
Auden further believes that it is man's existential obligation to continue his quest, to struggle and fight to keep
understanding, compassion, and freedom in sight.

Eventually

man must choose either the way to damnation in a state of
perpetual "angst" or the way to salvation and freedom in a
state of reconciliation.
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